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REMAKES MADE BY KIHISTEBIAISAT FEMER 13 REPLY TO
CERTAIN QUESTIONS OF A GEBSRAL HATOHS

1. During his period of detention (Septesfoer-December 19^) at the

Hq 7707 Europeen Command Intelligence Center, Obarursel, Germany.. Wilhelm

FEMES
3
former Ministerialrat and chief of crjptanalysis in the Arned

Forces High Cdemand Cryptologic Agency (OXW/Chi) . wrote a lengthy report

concerning his past career and his extensive experiences in the field of

cryptology. This report was never issued in translation although an in-

adequate summary by Army Security Agency was issuod as TICOM/l-206.

2. The present DF 1&7 Series will const!tut.'.-, when completed, a
tritsslation of FENKES°s entire written report. Tlia attached is the seventh

and penultimate of the series and ootrtains FERHER'a remarks made in reply

to certain questions of a general nature. Because the questions cover a
wide range of topics without specific relation to one another, no attempt
haii been Bade, as in previous iscaes of FERRER'S answers, to make of the

report an integrated whole. Within tills report ti e questions with their

answers have been included as separate and distinct items, although seme

thought has been given to their logical arrangement. Pertinent notes from
the TICOM files and from the memory o.: one of FE8Y1EB 0 a original interroga-

tors, MARY C. LA3E, Capt. WAC, have be«.vn added.

3. ProT'ioua TICOM reports of this aeries are:

DF 167

DF 157-A

DF 137-B

DF 167-C

DF 167-D Relations of QEW/CM with Fo: 1 -ign Cryptologic Bureaue

DF 187-3 C efficients by K9BOE on the Answriau Cryptologic Bureau

The Career of VilheL'a FEED7S with Special Regard
to his Activity in tLo Fie'.-d of Cryptography and

Cryptanalysls

Organisation of the Cry; ' ologic Agency of the

Armed Forces High Cones:: , with Names, Activities,
and Rumber of Employees • ".ogsther with a Description
of the Devices Used

The Cryptanalytic Succesc va of CEW/Chi after 1938

Relations of dSU/Chl. with V ier German Cryptologic

August 1950

Translated: RWP

Edited: MCL

35 copies
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HIDES OF QJESTIOHS

QUEST!0U3

1. What have you dons from May 19^5 to the time

of your arrest? Have you been in contact with
your former associates? If so, how have you
been in contact with them? Do you know what
has become of your former associates? How
did you learn such details?

2. Give an account of the history and organization
of B^ichsHehrfflioiaterlimi Cryptologic Bureau;
peroonalities in It. What continuity was there
with the 1918 organization? When did the German
Defense Ministry (Eeichswehrministerium) became
the German War Ministry (Reichaloleggaiinlstorium)

and what was the difference between the- two
organizations?

•

3. Did the KSDAP exert any direct or indirect
pressure on OEtf/Cbi?

k. Did you know of, or suspect, the presence of
Gestapo or other Party agents in your organiza-
tion? Did you feel that you and other competent
experts had a free hand in planning and executing
your tasks?

5. What, in general, did QKW^hi have to do with
the Abwehr?

6. What cooperation existed between QKW and Abwehr
intercept units?

7. What cryptanalytic work was attempted by the
Waffen-SS?

8. Whut do you know about the work of agents?
How was the work set up and handled, as for
instance, in the Referat Vauck?

9. What was your opinion of the papers circulated
by SCHAOFFLER in the Ausvaertige Amt? Did you
ever contribute to these papers?

10. What can you toll about German General Staff
Intelligence Studies on Russia? What agencies
existed for the gathering of material for the
intelligence studies, who composed the per-
sonnel, and what was the product of their work?
Were publications of such agencies distributed
generally to cryptographic or cryptanalytic units?

11. What do you know about the Russian signal intelli-
gence organization? Did the Germans have any
contact with the Russians, White or Bed?

12. What was published by the Germans concerning
Russian order of battle? By whoa was it published
and when? Are there any copies to be found?
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QUESTIONS

13. Did OKW/Chl keep a list of terms of Russian
mechanized equipment, guns, planes, etc.?

Ik. Are any atlases and naps of Russia available?
What sort wore available and by vhon were they
prepared?

15. What was the procedure with German patents on
communications equipment? Were there any
"secret" lists of such patents? Where would
they be now?

16. Do you recall any leads or ideas of American,
British, or other nationality patents which
were important to the work of CEW/Chi?

17. Do you know the names of any American, British
or Russian cryptologista?

18. Do you know of any cryptographic organization of
public character In Europe? If so, what were the
names and locations of such societies? Do you know
the names of any members?

19. Give an account of your liaison with the Japanese
nationals HISBJ and SAKURAI.

20. What use did cryptanalysts make of CKW/Cht library
end archives? How vere reference materials such
as news broadcasts made available to cryptanalysts?
What were the reference materials available? Where
are they now?

81. Did CEW/fchi keep a list of abbreviations, of terms of
standard translation or special phrases? Where
is this material now?

22. What dictionaries were used by CKW/Chi? Are any now
available? Describe the work done by Sdf . KT^HW on
military dictionaries.

23. Do you feel that information produced by the crypt-
analytic people was properly handled? Who evaluated
the information? How and to whom was it disseminated?
What did the recipients do with it?

21*. Describe the preparation, selection of material,
publication, translation, and distribution of the VTfa.

25. Describe the training which should be given to a
cryptanalyst. What are the basic requirements for a
good cryptanalyst?

1*
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DF 187-F

REMARKS MADE 3T FORMER MINISTERIAIRAT FEERER HI REPLY TO CERTAIN

OF A GENERAL NATURE

1. What hare you done from May 19*5 to the tine of your arrest?

Have you been in contact vlth your former associates? If so, hcv

nave you been in contact with them? Do you know what has become

of any of your forcer associates? How did you learn such details?

In May 19*5 I was in Werfen whore the railway train with the remnants

of Chi was standing at the station. My activity consisted in eating, drink-

ing, taking a walk, chatting with my people. As far as my people knew foreign

languages they were assigned as interpreters because there was a great deal

te do. Since at that time there were occasional wild rumors about the

setting up under American command of German units to fight against Bolshevism,

I twice contacted the adjutant of Combat Group Bork (at the time that was the

tactical unit to which we were subordinated), in order to suggest in such cose

the advisability of taking over all my people as a group. Furthermore some of

my people asked me for a letter of reference. I wrote one for MEHZEB. .

Toward the end of May the rennant of Chi was transferred by the Americans

to Heufeld in Upper Bavaria. I spent my time there by writing letters of

reference for all former members of my unit who were then present; Ministerial -

rat Dr. WENDLAND2 and Reglerungsrat Dr. WEISSER 3 assisted me in this. Early

in June I was transferred to the "Fuehrerroserve " , i. e., after the release

of civilians there now began the successive release of officers and officials

with officer rating according to a plan approved by the Americans. I went to

Bruckmuehl on the Mangfall (Upper Bavaria) and was obliged to wait without

any activity until I should be taken away to a prisen camp. That happened

about 18 June 19*5. With most of my comrades I came to Landehut. Originally

* ' ~

1. '. Jis erperts in German cipher machines, later interrogated by US

authorities. See DF 17*. ^Ed. Note/

2. Interrogated by TICOM in 19*7- See TICCM/l-202.

3. Interrogated by TICOM in 19*7. See TICCM/l*201.
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I wanted to go home to the Russian Zoce of Occupation, to Hangelsberg on the

Spree where I had left my wife, but American officors warned me against doing

ao. I was therefore undecided as to what I ought to do. Then by chance I

became acquainted in the camp with the new Landrat of Ereis Mallersdorf

,

Eerr HAETEHBACH, who wrote ce a reccamendation to the new Landrat of Ereis

Straubing in Lower Bavaria, Herr BICKLEDER. I was released on the 19th or

20th of June 19^5 and went to Straubing where I arrived 21 June and had a room

assigned me by the housing office at the hone of icerchant VEFP, Hinden^urg-

strasBe 18. The Landrat had no possibility of using me, however, although it

was not my non-membership in the KSDAP which was decisive but, as I was told,

because I could not "be employed in the public service as a matter of principle

since I was a high official of ths former German rWehrnacht" . Since I had money

enough to get along for a few weeks I went for a walk. And as I walked I was

in excellent spirits because during the entire war I had never had more than

three days leave at a time. I also was hungry. Between the beginning and

middle of July 19^5 I applied to Justizrat Dr. PBAGER for advice because my

idleness was gradually becoming distasteful. PBAGER gave me a recommendation

to the Begierungepraesident in Eegensburg, Dr. FALEHER. I found him at the

home of the architect, SCBJOD. But when FALESER hoard that I had been in the

War Ministry and therefore automatically in OEW up to the time of my transfer

h
to General der Aufklaeruag Sued , he declined to intercede for me on the

grounds that they only had room for Bavarians. I then went to the

Labor Office and had to clean up a houso at Pandurengasse which had been

badly damaged by an air attack. Later I spent weeks sawing and splitting wood

on the same property; I picked out all sound beams and piled everything in

order on the ruined site. Late in September I went to Heidelberg to try to

-section with the industrialist HAMEMAM whom I knew by name.

k. During the closing days of the war the German Army signal intelligence
forces were divided into northern and southern groups. FEMES here
states he was assigned to Army Signal Intelligence South, ^d. Note/

6
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But BAHHEMAHN was away and I returned to Straubing at once. There I had

meanwhile become acquainted vith Max 2NCEDL who ran an automobile repair and

Bales business o Ee took a liking to me and suggested that I vork in his

workshop. I could not start at once, however, because there were two condi-

tions which had to be fulfilled : I declined to work with Georg HESSLER who

was the boss in the shop because he did not make a good impression on me and

because he had been a Party member; also the Labor Office would hare to

assign oe t» MOSUL. So I continued sawing and chopping wood. As of 1

December 19^5 I was assigned by the Labor Office to the KfJOSDL Fim as helper

and continued to work there as mechanic on bicycles and automobiles until the

time of my arrest on the evening of 2 July 19^6. I carriod stones to build a

house, helped dig a well, excavated for a foundation, and evenings took

account of stock, prepared the weekly account shewing receipts and expendi-

tures, and made myself usofui about the promises wherever necessary.

Tha question, with what oe/Aere of the cryptologic organization I have

been in contact since the war, is probably to be construed to mean, with what

former members of Chi I have been in communication after the war was over.

These persons are:

1. Frau Use SCHWAB, 5 wife of Dr. Jur. Kurt SCHWAB. Frau SCHWAB

worked for me in the Telegram Registry of Chi and during the last months be-

fore the evacuation of Berlin sometimes helped mo in the secretariat. She

cam© with me to Straubing, worked first as clerk at KNOEDL's and then found a

position at the airfiold in Straubing, working for the Red Cress.

2, My ni3ter Mathilde FETUSES.6 I have written her two private letters;

she may have written me three. You can learn her address through my sister

Frau Dr ^-t^ttt^LSSGN, Schoenberg, Kreis Calv in Wuerttemberg, French

Bono*

5. See DF 187 -A, p. 5» where Frau Ilae SCHWAB is entered as a member of the
Section, Registry of Telegrams, Group a. Main Group B, OZW/Chi

.

f!

6. See DF 187-A, j?. 7, where Frl. Mathilde FEMER is entered as a member of
Section 5 (France, Belgium, Eetherlands, Switzerland, Egypt), Group b,
Main Group B, CSW/Chi.
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3. Herr MORS, British Zone {address unkncwn to me)7 wrote me a card

late In 19^5 informing me that he had opened a translation bureau. I did

not answer him.

h. Herr MENZER,8 apparently an autosobiie mechanic in Zschoppau,

Saxony, Russian Zone, wrote me a postcard and told me that he was trying

hard to become a competent person in his new calling. I did not answer him,

5. Frl. Gertrud BAULE9 told ae in the fall (?) of 19^5 on *a form

postcard that she had either become engaged or married. I do not quite

recall. I did not answer,

6. Herr SCEHELLEACE" free Regensburg notified 00 oa a printed card

that he had married. I did not answer. His wife is the former employee

OSEraODE, who last worked in the arcbiyes with Dr. SCHAEDEL. (I omitted her

name there because I did not recall her).
11

7. First Lieutenant Otto KUNZE
12

wrote me about the middle of April

from a prisoner-of-war camp in GaraiBch-Partonkirchen that he vas the only

one who had not yet been released. I did not answer him.

7. See DF 187 -A, p. 7, where Angestellter Robert MORS is entered as a
member of Section 6 (England ,"tkA)/ Group b>^ Group B>

8. See DF 187-A, p. k, where Reg. Oberinsp. Fritz MENZ3R is entered as a
member of Group I, Main Grou^X

9. See DF 187-A, p. 6. where Frl. Gertrud BAULE is entered as a member of
Section 11 (Greece), Group b, Main Group B.

10. See DF 187-A, p. 6, where Coxrln SGHHKLLBflSH is entered as a radio
operator in Section k (Italy)

, Group b, Main Group B.

11. See DF 187-A, p. 11, where it is stated that Dr. SCHAEDEL was assisted
in the archires by "three female employees and one enlisted man".

12. See DF I*" Otto EZBZI is entered as leader of
M .... 1 -\

8
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8. Frl. Irmgard KOEPP, J now In Eegensburi;, Reichspost, Military

Directorate, twice visited my wife in Straubing. I exchanged a few words

with her.

Those are icy contacts with the former members of my old unit.

Ik
From Frl. KOEPP I also heard that Colonel KETTLER is supposed to be active

in an insurance agency and that HUETTENHAin
1^ is supposed to be in London.

What has become of the other people I do not know. It is possible that:

Freifrau von MEDEM is in Bad Aibling,
16

Frl. Dr. BRUSSOW is in Weihenkirchen,
17

18
Frau HBO1NGH07EN is in Weihenkirchen,

19
Dr. Franz WEISSER is in Brucknuehi,

All these places are in Upper Bavaria.

13. See DF 187-A, p. 7, where Frl. Irmgard KOEPP is entered as a member of
Section 6 (England, USA), Group b, Main Group B.

Ik. Chief of OKW/Chi in 19^4 (DF 187-A, p. 3). Compare DSTTMAM's state-
ment (DF 185, Part II, p. UO) that SETTLER had been Director of an
Information Office in Hamburg, but since 12 A&gaat 19^7 was director
of a bureau in Munich (Address: Muenchen, Isabeliastr. 29 b/Opitz).
MENZEE states that he addressed a letter to EETTLER at this address
(DF 17**, p. Ik) but received no answer.

15. See DF 187-A, p. II, where BDRROBAZH is entered as head with FENUER
and WENDLAND of Section k (Training and Instruction), Group C, MaiD
Group B. See DF 185, Part I, p. 98, note 1 for references to
HUETTENHAIU in TICCM interrogation reports.

16. See DF 187-A, p. 5, where Freifrau Edith v. MEDEM is entered as a
member of the Section Registry of Telegrams, Group a, Main Group B.

17. See DF 187-A, p. 7, where Frl. Dr. Margarethe BRUSSCW is entered as a
member of Section 6 (England, USA), Group b, Main Group B.

18. See DF 187-A, p. 7, where Frau Anne 3EHHIHGE07EH is entered as a
member of Section 6 (England, USA), Group b, Main Group B.

19. See DF 187-A, p. 7, where RR Dr. Franz WEISSER is entered as a member
of Section 6 (England, USA), Group a, Main Group B. See also TICOM/l-
201 "Interrogation ~. - Phil. Studienassessor of Anglo-
American C 1 * -~*-»tefl that he was in
Brucknuehl as private tutor from June 19^5 to 1 May I9k6 when he went
to Augsburg as teacher of Latin, German and French in the Oberschule
at Augsburg. WEISSER' s daughter (ill with tuberculosis) remained in
Bruckmuehl . *
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2. Give en account of the historj and organization of Relchswehr -

miniotorlum Cryptologic Buroau; personalities In it. What con-
tinuity was there vith the 1918 organization? When did the
German Defense Ministry (Relchswehrmlnlsterlum ) become the
German War Ministry (RelchskrlegsmtnlsterlumT"and what was the
difference between the two organizations?

In the First World War there was no cryptologic bureau. CryptanaiysiG

was carried on at Grand Headquarters, in some Armies, and also with a Bavarian

Army Corps . The Cryptologic Bureau of the German Ministry of Defense (Relcha-

wehrmlnisterlum ) was founded in 1921. Its spiritual founder was First Lieu-

tenant BUSCHEfTHAGEN who had been for a time during the war liaison officer

stationed vith the Austrian cryptanalytic unit in Bozen (Tyrol) . BUSCEENHAGEN

organized a small new cryptanalytic section and had among his personnel two

employees who had done such work during the World War. These were the

employees Helimut MUELLER and Nikolai ROHEN, who later became officials in

the Cryptologic Agency of the German Armed Forces (0ZW/2hi). All the other

personnel were new.

During some one of the frequent Communist disturbances, BUSCHEHHAJEH

succeeded in rescuing from bundles of documents which had been partially

plundered abeut 100 reports of the former cryptanalytic unit. These were

mostly reports from Headquarters and from the Bavarian cryptanalytic unit.

This material I worked through and put in order when I was trying to ascertain

what kind of cryptographic systems had been used and solved during the First

20
World War. From theae reports I later prepared some 55 documents each about

five centimeters thick. When we had to count on Berlin's being directly

endangered, this material was taken to Jueterbog to the artillery barracks

and was either destroyed there or fell into the hands of the Russians. During

the last months other transfers of old documents were made which were withdrawn

from my control because I had nothing to do with them. Therefore it is pos-

sible that this material we'-' -nt known to me.

20. This is the material to which reference is made in the history of the
Cryptologic Agency which is probably to be attributed to FENNER : "In
the spring of 1919, supposedly over the protests of Red contemporaries,
he (BUSCEENHAGEN) succeeded in rescuing from the mass of documents of
the Chief Signal Officer what turned out to be extremely valuable basic
materials - primarily cryptanalytic reports, the study of which con-
tributed in later years to the recovery without great expenditure of
energy of forgotten experience". (DF 202, p. 6).

•
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I believe the German Defense Ministry (Reichswehral -- Isterlua ) becoa.3

the German War Ministry (Reichskrlegsmlnlsterlum ) after the introduction of

universal military service. The exact day I do net know. In almost any old

Geraan rocket calendar, however, you vill find on one of the last pages a

number of notes on "Nationally Noteworthy Days." The exact date can be

looked up there without difficulty. The U.S. War Department doubtlessly has

a collection of German laws. In the "Allgemelnen Heeresmlttellucgen " the

change of name must surely have been given and, ef course, in the daily press.

The change ef name was made either by a decree of the cabinet or perhaps by

an order of HITLER. In reality, the change of rose was absolutely insignificant

it merely meant printing new letterheads, but in popular parlance the new

Army (Relchsheer) continued to be called the "Relchswohr" despite Its new naoe.

In the language of the politicians the word "Wehr", taken critically, meant

naturally merely defense while the word "Zrleg" naturally contains the two

concepts; defense and attack. How unimportant such designations are is shown

by the fact that other countries likewise have called their Ministry of War a

Ministry fer National Defense without having any Idea of indicating thereby

that the country, as a matter of principle, is thinking only of defense. How-

ever, internal political considerations turn the scale in the choice of such

official designations. Moreover, It is impossible to set up the claim

that a country which calls its highest political authority a Ministry of War

is merely on that account thinking aggressively. A modern example of this is

France where the great macs of the population before this war was thinking

defensively, indeed so defensively that even the military literature of their

own country was occupied with this theme.

Between these two organizations there was no difference.

3. Did the NSDAP exert any direct or indirect *»*• rw***THit

The Party, purely as a Party organization, naturally did not control

OEW/Chi at any time. Fer this purpose they teok other courses and employed

other means. And this control was never directed against Chi as such but only

against certain exponents. The controlling organ may always have been the

competent Gestapo office or the Security Service (Slcherheltsdienst - SD)

—TOP SECRET
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Insofar as GOERITCG's "Keeaarch Bureau" (the Forachungsaat - FA) did not have

a finger in the pie.

The following cases are known to me.

About April 1931*, peaalbiy even earlier, there was a cheek by the

Forschungaamt on the gentlemen In the German War Ministry by neano of

telephone tapping. An eavesdropped telephone conversation of REICE3NAU, at

that time Chef des Mlnlsteromts was direct occasion for the suicide of

SCEMPF. When Chi in respect to the cost of representation was still Group

II of the Abwehr (while In respect to personnel and equipment It was sub-

ordinate to the Amy Signal Branch (inBpektlon der Nachrlchtentrupgon ) under

FELIGIEBEL)) the Foreehungsamt had fitted out the desk telephone standing

In the office of the Chef der Abwehrabtellung , Naval Captain PATZIG, with a

device which permitted the Ferschungsaot to listen in on conversations con-

21
ducted in his room.

About the same time there were numerous complaints by officers and

officials of the Ministry regarding opened letters.

My mall sent me by my brother-in-law In New York was controlled and the

Gestapo Control Office In Frankfurt/Oder Informed me that a book addressed

to me had been confiscated . The hook was one which was much talked about

21. Compare TLICKE'a statement (DF ll6^AL, p. 9) "It had meanwhile been

learned that various officers of the Department of Defense and of other
military agencies had been under the surveillance of organs of the

Forschungsamt and that their telephone conversations had been listened

Lb caused bitter feeling. The Cipher Bureau was Instructed to
ascertain which telephone Instruments were being tapped and In which
rooms were located the microphones which had been Installed In con-

nection with repair work. It was Learned that BECX, FBTTSCH, and even
BLQMBKRG were being spied on in this fashion." In the same document
FLICEE states that on the final evening in Oberhof (location of a war
game In January 193** at which SCHIMPF was present as an observer)
SCHIMPF felt Impelled to recite a little poem which he writt**
himself and which began with the words:

"If half In earnest, half In Jest,
•Tls said ve spy on you with zest,
Believe our honest face, I pray;
In general that Is not our way."

*

12
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at that tlxa. I have forgottea the title and also the author. That vaa

about 1934. About 1937 State Secretary (Staatasekretaer) KCEKNER ia the

Air Ministry deaanded by Immediate dismissal on the basis of a complaint

raised by the 1 Forschungsaat . One of ny employees had stated that I had

reviled GOERING In Russian. This employee vas an agent of the Forschungsaffit

and reported to It whatever he might learn.

About the same time a former employee of Chi vho later went oyer to

the Forschungsaat (not In the first big group) kept Inquiring of ne about

the status of the French section's cryptanalytlc work. However, it is

possible that he kept the results of his inquiries to himself because It

vas proven later that he had been a French agent. SCRAPPER22 complained

to Admiral CAHARIS2^ about me vlth the aim of crowding me out of ny position

because he maintained I was disturbing the good understanding between the

Forschungsaat and Chi . To tho Ministry it was clear that this attack was

Intended merely as a prelude to a renewed attempt to dissolve the Crypto-

loglc Bureau. The aversion to me may have been of a purely personal nature

but the attacks on my person were In reality directed against the Bureau for

I had no personal connection whatever with the Forschungsaat .

oh
In 19^4, long before the attempt on HITLER'S life. General THIELE

told me I should be very cautious about telephoning even In my house In

22. SCEAFPER had been with OEW/Chl since 1929, having served In World

War I In the Intercept service. He had been entrusted, with the

organizational side of the intercept set-up for OKW/Chi in Berlin
and became the "right-hand man" for SCHLMPF In the Forschungsaat
In all matters of technique and organization. At the end of the war
SCRAPPER was the head of the Forschungsaat with rank of Minister
Director . For a biography of SCRAPPER see Appendix III of Volume

7 (GCERITE's "Research" Bureau) of the 9-voluae TICCM history
"European Ails Signal Intelligence In World War II".

23. Chief of the Abwehr after 1935-

24. 20 July 1944 la which Generals Erich FELLGIEBSL and rrixz xooiju*.

were Implicated and on account of which they met death. THIELE was
then Chief of Signal Command Section of GEW; FELLGIEEEI. was Inspector
General of Signal Troops of the Army.

13
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Hangelsberg because I must count on my phone (vith oecret number! ) being

watched. Packages which I received vera opened at that time. However, it

vaa definitely an official natter when the Forschungsamt failed to turn over

the deBired telegraphic traffic in spite of repeated requests. This went so

far that from lOhh on requests for definite material were made only in very

rare cases because the answer to be expected would turn out negative . Colonel

BUTLER will confirm this.
25 Whatever else the Forschungsamt wished to learn

regarding the accomplishments of Chi it probably heard through the Foreiga

Office. When after 20 July 1<M the State Security Main Office (Reich-

s lcherne 1 tshauptamt - RSHA) pushed itself into the foregreund and the old

Abwehr practically ceased to exist, contrary to expectation a certain relaxa-

tion of tension ensued. And I am of the opinion that after SS-Brigade-

fuehrer SCHELLEKBERG took over official duties, everything was dropped which

looked like an effort to control Chi. For to the Milltaerlschea Amt, insofar

as SS-Men had newly come into positions there, the entire military apparatus

was so new that they would have found any control by any Party organs or their

agents extremely disturbing.

And although Chi had long since ceased to be organizationally subordinate

to the Abwehr nevertheless a complaint to SCHELLEHBERG would have been suf-

ficient to have the matter investigated and to have any control by outsiders

and unauthorized parties stopped, in particular any control by the Forschungs-

amt, which according to a statement of SCHELLEHBERG was to be dissolved Just

as certainly "as the Amen follows the Lord's Prayer in church".

h. Did you know of, or suspect, the presence of Gestapo or other Party
agents in your organization? Did you feel that you and other competent
experts had a free hand in planning and executing your tasks?

Among non-flational Socialist officers and officials it was considered

the rule that among three persons who were unknown to you at least one was

25. Chief of GKW/Chi from I October 19^3 to end of hostilities.

26. Head of Amt VI of the RSHA, who took over the Abwehr as the Militaerisches
Amt of Amt VI of the RSHA.

TOP SECRET
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Informer? naturally ouch persons were very hard to spot because they

operated under their cloak of anonymity. At Chi It was only once possible

a confidential agent of the Forschungssnt . When an opportunity

Ished tbeir people to be very cautious. In my case it often happened, for

Instance, that General THIELS took me aside after a lecture and admonished me

not to let fail any unfavorable criticism of the political system and of

any incautious utterances also came and begged the man, for the sake of all

decent co-workers, not to risk his head to no purpose. So there was really a

constant, secret struggle of the opposition against the Party and certain

I always had the feeling that I had a free hand In respect to the work. Never

did one of my associates rebel or assume an attitude of opposition. Even the

few Party members among the officials and reserve officers were absolutely

dependable since their National Socialism had virtually nothing in cDemon

with the type displayed publicly. In Judging this question it must not be

forgotten that VJ subordinates and superiors could see quite dearly from the

what the truth really was. Consequently in my conferences I could allot/

28myself much freedom, since once a week SCHAEDEL gave a situation report

based solely on secret Information available to Chi and in which therefore the

press of the various countries was left out of account.

Nevertheless it is possible that even among my personnel there were some

people who were taking note of my words In order to use them to my disadvantage,

If there was a chance... However, I would not be able to name any specific person.

27. yerlaessllche Nachrlchten (Reliable Reports) - the name given to CEW/khi
decrypted messages.

28. Head of the Archives, Section Y, Main Group B, CEW^hl (DF 1&7-A, p. ll).

HITLER; comrados and subordinates who feared their superior might have made

officers who were marked as mired up In Party politics. Within my own unit

15
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5. What, In general, did OKtf/Chi have to do with the Abwehr?

Chi at the time of Its founding belonged as a section to the then

Abvehr. This subordination, however, was always leading to conflicts arising

from internal conditions; the personnel of Chi was ostensibly carried In the

budget of Abvehr while the majority ef the Intercept operators belonged to

the Signal Corps cad the equipment was provided by the Army Signal Inspec-

torate (inspelrtlen o'er flachrlchtentruppen ) . However, In the small amy of

100,000,
29

where the officers of the Ministry of Defense were well acquainted

with each ether, such conflicts were always quickly resolved as differences of

opinion. The critical peint was that the Abvehr declared that Chi as an intel-

ligence procurement efftce was a component of the competent intelligence

organization, Abvehr , vhile the Army Signal Inspectorate Insisted that Chi not

only decrypted but also gathered other fundamental material dealing with com-

munications technique which did not interest the Abwehr at all; furthermore

the Army Signal Inspectorate provided the operator personnel, the equipment,

the grounds and the buildings. In this permanent conflict, which did not

interfere essentially with the work, thero became involved T 3, i. e., the

Third (Intelligence) Branch of the Troop Office (3. Abtellung des Truppenamts )

.

as well as later the Branch Foreign Armies (Fremde Heere ). Thereupon Chi

belonged for a few weeks to T 3, because ostensibly only T 3 had any real claim

to the decrypted messages of Chi. (That was about the beginning of the 30's).

However, the Abwehr established the fact that the trips abroad by Chi, e. g.,

to Budapest30 and Tienna, 31 were paid for by it. This claim was more convincing

and thereupon Chi returned as a section to the Abwehr. At the same time Chi was

29. The strength allowed by the Treaty of Versailles.

3°* ^^/Chi ' B r*latl0DB Y**1 the Hungarian cryptologic organization seeFENKER's account in DF 187-D, pp. 1.3.
^

3l
* 2L2f^hl,> r*latlonB the Austrian cryptologic organization seeFEHNER'b account in DF I87-E.

e*oizaxxon see

16
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still responsible to tho Army Signal Inspectorate, merely that this latter

vaa not concerned vlth decrypted diplomatic messages. However, everything

else had to be presented to the Arny Signal Inspectorate. When, after the

founding of the ForaChungs arat , it could he seen that GCERIBG intended to

Inject hlataelf Into the secret Intelligence service of the Wehrmacht , General

FEI1GIEEEL vas already entertaining the Idea of freeing Chi coapletely of Its

dependence on the Abvohr . On the other hand, the Interest of the Abvehr In

the decrypted raessages of Chi had Increased aaterlaliy. In the discussions

which took place the Abvehr won and Chi remained with the Abvehr as Group IV,

but in respect to personnel and pay It was subordinated to the Array Signal

Inspectorate, When CAKAPIS became Chief of the Abvehr in 1935 relations

becane more strained. Runoro were already appearing regarding the creation

of a Helchaabvehrorganlsatlon froa which General FELLGIEHEL as Inspector

General of Signal Troops expected and feared merely a strong Party influence

on the secret Intelligence service. Since at that time GQERKG's authority

vaa very great, there was actually danger that In such a case the de;ryptment

of messages of foreign governments would be taken away from Chi and that one

day the Wehraacht would be without this infornation and that Chi would have to

go into a new war inadequately trained due to lack of practice material. There-

fore FELLGIEBEL desired to get Chi out of the "political channel" as in his

conversations with ne he called this threatening danger. He nade use of ono

of the next conflicts to force the substitution of a single subordination In

place of the troublesome double subordination of Chi and this tiae he won his

point and about the middle of the 30*s Chi was finally removed from the

structure of the Abvehr and subordinated to the Army Signal Inspectoraxe and

its successor organization. Ae far aa official connections with the Abvehr

r vore not disturbed. The Abvehr received the decrypted

messages daily and on its part turned over to Chi such information as con-

cerned the latter. But the Abvehr could neither give orders nor take

disciplinary action; and the Intercourse between it and Chi followed tho same

service principles as, for Instance, between the Attache Group and Chi. In

top Secret
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respect to personnel, administration and discipline the Signal Corps had

aele responsibility.

6. What cooperation existed between OEW and Abwohr intercept unite?

I know nothing of any such relation. And I cannot conceive that It

ever existed. With my clese collaboration vith my chiefs I must necessarily

have heard at some time that such a connection existed. Ho connection vith

the Abvehr ever appeared in any plaa shewing distribution of assignments!

Any such oonnectien would also hare run directly counter to the idea of

General FELHJIEBEL; and if it had existed I sheuld surely have hoard of it

from him. Moreover, Generals THIELE and GBMLER 32 would at least have made

some mention ef this connection during the frequent conferences, if It had

existed. After all there wore only very few official secrets which remainod

limited to a few officers and officials within an agency, but a permanent

secret of this type would necessarily have been mentioned, for the simple

reason that FLANKERT?-5 end GROTS3 *' would not have been able to cover up the

fact that they had reported te one of the officers of the Abwehr during their

visits in Berlin.

7. What cryptanalytic work was attempted by the Waffen-SS?

I did net know that the Waff«n-SS (Armed Protective Guard of the National-

Socialist Party) ever made any attempt at cryptanalysis. It is possible that

this question is based on a misunderstand lag. When the Forschucgaaat was

founded, its members formed a special SS-Fsrraation; in any case they were all

members sf the SS and were promoted in it.

32. GBMLER, Major General, Chief ef Signal Equipment and Testing Branch
Army Ordnance (Wa Pruef 7) 1939-1943. After FELLGIEBEL and THIELE
were hanged for their participation in the attenrot on HITLER »s life,
Major General GIMMLER succeeded them as Chief of the Armed Forces
Signal Communications Group.

. _
* CEtf/fchi intercept station at Madrid, Spain.

(DF 187-A, p. 22).

3k. Oberlt. GRCTZ coxananded the GKW/Chi intercept station at Sofia
Bulgaria. (DF 187-A, p. 22).
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8. What do you know about the vork of agents? Ew was the work

set up and handled, as for instance, In tho Reforat Vauck?3?

I have already expressed ay yiev on this. Please check ay statements

and reports.
36

Work vas done on networks of the French mainland, of the Balkans and

Upper Italy, in French, English and Italian (?). Possibly still other

languages appeared but I an no longer certain because I never had any

original messages in my hands. The cryptographic systems, generally book

ciphers, were in most cases solved only subsequently, i.e., after one had

succeeded in arresting an agent vho had compromising material. If the title,

author and edition of the books used had become known, it was often severe

I

weeks, even in important cases, before one could precure these bookB. If tho

fortunes of war were f&Torable and the netB continued in existence in spite

35. Referat Vauck was a Gorman cryptanalytic section working under a certain

VAUCtf on the solution of foreign agent traffic. Until mid-191* 1* this

section was subordinated to the German Army cryptologic organization

(CKH/In 1/71) but tn 191* 1* it was transferred to OKW/Chi. VAUCX, who

was never located by TICCM for interrogation, is described by FENIJER

as 1.75 meters tali, broad-shouldered, fat, fair, blue-eyes, round

head," divorced, with two children, honest and fair-minded.

36. See the oral interrogation of 830008, TICCM/l-200, par. 37: "VAUCX
never had te deal with any American agents' systems, but British agents

sometimes came up in the Balkans in connection with MTHATL07IC . He
never saw this section at work, and does not know what these messages

looked like. He know that there was never sufficient material to

break the keys, and they were only read after the agentB had been

captured; he believed that traffic vas occasionally read currently

after the key had been compromised by one of the agents without the

knowledge of others. He was unable to give any namee of specific

examples. In the West, all British agent traffic was in French
language, and he thought that they were normally Frenchmen based

in London. All those captured were French, and they never took any
British or Americans. Two or three times, they were able to play these

French agents back after they had been captured. He thought the system
employed was some kind of book cipher with subtracter; TRAME would be
able to give more details. Also Dr. EEHER worked under VAUCX, and

might now be in Berlin, where before the war he had been employed in

th* r n» said that no special secrecy was attached to
" — inside the organization, •

At the end, VAUCX had about 12 men, originally he had had more; when
GEH heard that he was to be transferred to OXW, they took the oppor-

tunity of stealing several of his people. VAUCX was a very nice,

honest man, and was not a Nazi."
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of the arrest, this circumstance vaa utilized to stage deceptive traffic,

to Institute so-called "agent games". In such cases one succeeded In having

ants and edibles, for instance, dropped at prearranged points or in gcVtlng

further Information through the continued traffic. As a rule, however, the

subsequently decrypted messages only brought confirmation of what was al-

ready known. Ana it is only in this that I see any results from the work.

Frequently the agents called attention to the fact that people of their

group had been arrested and that a change of key mist be made. Once it

happened that French agents aade merry over the fact that the Germans had

come to block off a spot appointed for a parachute drop but did not hare

enough patience to valt and drove away before the machines arriving from

England had dropped their load. There nay have been some 50 messages decrypt-

ed weekly, among thea some, to be sure, which were almost a year old and

hence had only hicterical significance. Since the arrest of the agents was

not a function of the Wehrmacht and consequently the entire handling of the

business was not concentrated In the hands of one person, the reporting

route was complicated and time vaa often lost uselessly even though the

opportunity for picking up the different agents was favorable. According to

my experience It Is a mistake If the decrypting agency and the executive

powers are in different hands, naturally there are different organs, for no

one would think of assigning police duties to his cryptanaiysts , but the

German mistake was that the Wehrmacht gathered all necessary information but

then had to turn over the executive action and let the SD wind up the affair.

Precisely in this connection the constant tension between "Field Gray" and

"Brown" or "Black" had especially harmful consequences.

I can give absolutely no details regarding the constitution of the

solved cr^x ~^ved the completely decrypted

messages for my information, for the most part they were already ©Id and there-

fore without much current interest. In order not to lose time, VADCZ reported

imaed lately and Independently to the executive unit as soon as a decryption

was made, while the offices of the Wehrmacht which might be involved merely

received the decrypted messages for their information.
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9. What vaa your opinion of the papers circulated by SCEAUFFLSR

in the Auswaertige AftE? Did you ever contribute to these papers? 3 '

Since Dr. SCHAUFFLER vaa considered an analyst, I assume that the

"Technical Reports" ("Technische Berlchte ") contained the description of the

course of solution of some complicated cryptographic system. I think I re-

call that the Foreign Office did not prepare regular reports but only issued

one from time to time when a system had been solved. Possibly some such

report is involved in the question. I never got to see one of these technical

reports

.

Since SCHAUFFLER was an experienced cryptologist and a shrewd person, I

assume that his reports were sensible and contained only what was essential.

I never wrote anything for the Foreign Office. This dees not exclude the

possibility that some one of my reports or drafts was handed over by my Chief

to the Foreign Office (Cryptologic Bureau) for then to read without my being

informed of the fact. In that case, however, such papers would not have been

issued under my name but quite certainly over the signature of one of my

superiors

.

10. What can you tell about German General Staff Intelligence Studies
on Russia? What agencies existed for the gathering of material
for the Intelligence studies, who composed the personnel, and what
was the product of their work? Were publications of such agencies
distributed generally to cryptographic or cryptanalytic units?

A few times there "passed over" my desk, i. e., were routed to me

for information, maps with entries on the occurrence of raw materials such

as iron, copper, etc.; hemp, flax and othor raw material of the textile

industry; areas with surplus grain and areas with grain shortages, and dozens

of other materials of economic importance from the USSR . With those there

were statistics, diagrams and accompanying text. The pamphlets were about

30 cm x 40 cm in size; their classification was TOP SECRET (gohelme Komoando -

sache). I never paiu cuv 0_~~, ^ w*™. iUts them. I do not

know what person provided the data or who worked then up. In conversation with

37. For examples of the type of papers meant see TICCM/D-3 and D-33 In
which are collected translations of the technical papers written by
members of the Foreign Office Cryptologic Bureau add circulated
within the Bureau.
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a colleague we assumed that the HAUSEOFER 1 a , father and son, were concerned

in the work. So far as I know, both later fell into disfaror with HITLER.

No published infomatlon was known to ice. Since I am not an economist, ay-

Judgment is that of a layman, but I did get the impression that these studies

had been prepared with care end with an excellent professional background.

11. What do you know about the Russian signal intelligence
organization? Did the Germans have any contact with the
Russians, White or Red?

No. I am not acquainted with that field. Again I would refer to tha

former Russian officer SACHARCW interned in Haus Alaska^
8
who is surely well

informed on this point because he was an expert.

12. What was published by the Germans concerning Russian order
of battle? By whom was it published and when? Are there
any copies to be found?

I cannet answer this question because the matter is entirely beyond cy

knowledge.

13. Did OXW/Chi keep a list of terms of Russian mechanized
equipment, guns, planes, etc.?

No such compilation is known to me because that field lay outside my

range of activity. I assume there is an error here: probably the Army Crypto-

logic Agency (OKH/ln l/7l) did compile such lists and possibly the Ordnance

Office (Waffenamt ) as well.

Ik. Are any atlases and maps of Russia available? What sort were
available and by whoa were they prepared?

The problem of procuring maps of Soviet Russia is difficult. The

captured material was re-worked in Berlin in a cartographic office of OZW

since reproductions, with place names in Latin script, were required. I know

that even in I9kk the collection was still far frcm complete and that maps of

all types were gladly accepted. Once Chi received some captured maps from the

38. During his period of in*:" i r-.- 1b
Europe FENNER was interned at the European Ccsxaand Intelligence
Center (ECIC) at Haas Alaska , a private residonce at the Center re-
served for important persons under interrogation. SACHARCW vas
interned there at this time and was being interrogated by the Direc-
tor of Intelligence, European Connand. No interrogation of SACHARCW

' was made by the TICCM representative.
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Cryptologic Bureau Eelsingfors (Mikkeli)^ which wore taken at once to the

above -mentioned office. They had raerely been loaned by Mikkeii and the

reproduction had to be carried out quickly. These were maps of eastern

Karelia. The Russians had eld maps from the Czariat period in the ratio

I: 1*2,000; 1: &,000; and I: 168,000 and new naps in the ratio 1: 25,0CO;

1: 50,000; 1: 100,000 as the most important General Staff map, also in the

ratio 1: 2,500,000 and I: 5,000,000. Only the western border areas and some

sections of east Asia were based en new measurements while the other metric

maps were merely recomputed from the old measurements . So far as I know ail

maps were based on military surreys since only maps of insignificant areas

were made fer civilian use. I can give no information as to the value of tho

maps. They were printed in four colors, sometimes in more. The old maps

from the Czarist period were black lithographs and of no value to artillery

men. The new maps are said to hare been more exact, particularly the newly

surveyed western areas. East Asia was surveyed in large part from the air.

Who prepared and drew the German (originally Russian) reproductions I do not'

know. I have forgotten the official title of tho cartographic office but it

can be found in telephone directories of GEW. The office with which I had to

do once was in Luetzowstrasse. All the new Russian maps were recomputed on

Zrueger-Gauss coordinates with Greenwich as 0°. For daily use Chi preferred

the atlases of Stieler, Velhagon und Zlasing, and Uilstein: otherwise the

efficial maps which were available and which the other groups of Chi reciired

for their work (cable lines, high-power transmitters, intercept areas, etc. )

,

were used.

15. What was the procedure with German patents on communications
equipment? Were there any "secret" lists of such patents?
Where would they be now?

Patents were issued by the German -+A when

the legal patent reouirenwnts had been fulfilled. Whether they had been ful-

filled was determined by the competent examiner ef the Patent Office. Any

39. The Finnish Cryptologic Bureau which had been located at Helsingfors
(Helsinki) was shifted during World War II to Mikkeli.

TOP SECRET-
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Hew York foreign patent lawyer con givo you full inforaiation regarding -he

procedure. If it was in the interest of the national defense or of the

security of the country that a patent, honce also the letter patent, should

not he turned oxer to the public, then a secret patent vas granted upon

application for a secret patent and an examination of the application. The

only characteristic of a secret patant was that the letter patent was not

made public. According to patent law all other letters patent can be examined

in the German Patent Office. Letters patent for secret patents could only bo

seen by a person who had received permission from the Genaan Patent Office.

Such permission or approval was granted to but a few people, naturally upon

application. It is a matter of course that national defense was given special

consideration in this connection. Thus the Cipher Machine Company Enigma had

secret patents; so too, of course, did Siersens and othor big companies which

had arBanont contracts. Special lists wero kept of secret patents. Thoo if a

representative of the agency, let us say Obericspoktor MEHZER, cane to the

competent official of the Goraan Patent Office, a list of the moat resont

secret patents va3 shown hire. The idea that possession of the patent document

is identical with the possession of the necessary knowledge is obviously

erroneous. In Geraany it is the idea that is patented. The realization of

that idea is shown to be possible, to be sure, but the road from the protected

patent claim to the completed construction is long and full of surpriso3. If

cipher devices of any kind were to be patented by OSSf, then the paper work

vas performed in the Ordnance Office (Waffenamt ) . The Ordnance Office filed

the patent claim; it also paid from public funds the examiners' fees and the

patent fees until the patent expired after 25 years. Of course, tha Ordnance

Office kept lists of the secret patents for which it had applied and which had

been approved by the Patent Office. What becaa* nf

16. Do you recall any leads or ideas of American, British, or other
nationality patents which were important to the work of GEtf/Chi?

I do not know any American or English patents in the field of cipher.

nachines. When Chi was negotiating with Siemens in the 20' a for the construction
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of their cipher machines, the American HEBEEN vas mentioned among forsign

inrentora. Chi had a prospectus of his machine but the description vas

naturally in such general terns that there vas no information regarding the

method of encipherment itself. CKfcf/Chi never did find out vhethor any machines

of the Hebem-Electric type were actually built. I do not knov that American

or English patents vere ever useful for the vork of Chi or furthered the

development of German ideas by providing valuable information. Hovever, ay

Judgment may only be subjectively correct because I do not knov tho foreign

cryptographic patent objectively enough to have a right to venture an opinion.

17. Do you knov the names of any Anerican, British or Russian
cryptologists?

I do not knew the name of a single American, English or Russian crypt-

analyst.

On the basis of the book by YARDLEY
U° it vas revealed that America did

cryptanalytic vork during the First World Var vith very good results. Nothing

vas more natural than to assume that America vould also us© this exact means-

of obtaining intelligence in this var. During the var an American nevspaper

published a short article on some USA organization vhich vas fixing the

nationality and location of unknovn foreign transmitters in an exceedingly

short time. Nov since such recognition is not alvays possible unless the

radiogram is decrypted, Chi concluded from this that Africa must have a

cryptanalytic unit on a broad foundation. But, ?ven if this report should

have been exaggerated, it mii3t be assumed at least that people vere buoying

themselTes vith this problem in the USA. There vas nothing to Justify the

assumption that this organization vould have to be an insignificant one-

Later there came from Africa the entirely credible, although unconfirmed

,

report that the USA vas maintaining a cryptanalytic service there uaie*

Hollerith machines. At OKW/Chi it vas therefore considered a fact that

hO. YARDLEY, Herbert Osborne, "The American Black Chamber", Indiananolie
and London: the Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1931. Reprinted, Nev York, 1933,
London, 193^. History and vork of the Cryptographic Bureau, officially
^novn as Soction N«. 8 of the Military Intelligence Division (MI-8)

.

^fop*seceet:
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cryptanalytic work was being done in Amsrica. After tho landing in France

in connection with some operation or other a secret report of the American

Signal C.rps fell into German hands. In this report there was also something

on the question of cryptanalyois. In that connection I got the iapreasicn

that in American military circles, Just as in German circles, the question

was occasionally raised whether the whole cryptanalytic effort mode any

sense whatsoever! I kaev fro* By own experience these questions which allow

one to infer a priori that the questioner considers every decrypted neesage

a successful fraud which the enemy has thought up cunningly; lean intelligent

people even ge so far as to ask: "Why don't you decrypt only the important

Boscages?" In any event the American critic cane to the laconic decision:

"Either the decrypted message contains the truth or do truth at all.'*' Such a

saying could only be coined by a nan who not only has a thorough technical

knowledge of cryptanalysis but has had a chance to convince himself frequently

of the connection between the decrypted nsseage and the truth. Consequently

there was absolutely no more room for doubt as to the existence of an American

cryptanalytic service under purposeful leadership. I never heard about the

English cryptanalytic unit. Chi assumed as a matter of course that, due to

the success of Sir Alfred Ewing in World War I, the cryptanalytic service

wouM be in capable hands this time, too.
41

When during this war England

endeavored to recommend to the 'Turkish Government the use of an English crypto-

graphic system at Ankara, this did not remain concealed from Chi, and the only

hi. A reference to the speech delivered 13 December 1927 to the members
of the Edinburgh Philosophic*! Institution b-r Sir Alfred Ev^n-
Principal of Edinburgh University, a complete report of which was
issued with Lord Balfour's tribute to Sir Alfred Ewing in th-
Edinburgh newspaper. The Scotsman of 1* December 1927. In the enoechsir Alfred Ewing gave an account of the secret service work in vh^ch
he was engaged during the yar. Though the main features of the vorkhad been disclosed before (for example, in Mr. Winston Churchill VThe horld Crisis and in the Memories of Lord Fisher, Admiral of thoFleet; Sir Alfred Ewing recounted for the first time many details in

UTES 2£ ^ri
i
iBh

l
0Ild Ver 1 c^***w unit of ISA

hO" <' „™\bracch of Admiralty service, called "Poem
40 also received much attention in the life of Sir Alfred Ewin*

"J S0t
\?L

h
5
a °°D UDder th° tltle: OThe Man <* Room kO - The Lifeo^oir Alfred Ewing" by A. W. Ewing, Hutchinson and Co., (Publishers)

^—T0P SECRET
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possible deduction to be drawn vae that England was cgain active in this

field and was reading the Turkish systems at least. But if England was

working successfully on Turkey, then there was nothing in the way of its

working on other countries since some of the Fronch diplomatic systems were

certainly no more difficult than the Turkish. There was an unconfirmed

report after the First World War to the effect that some former Russian

naval officers who had worked during the war on messages of the German Baltic

Fleet were engaged in the cryptologic work of the Kremlin at Moscow. From the

development ef the Russian Government cryptographic systeas from types which

could still he solved down to tho digit codes with groups of different lengths

and with one-time additive pad which cannot be solved with even the most modern

means, the inference must be drawn that there are in Moscow at least a few men

who investigate their own cryptographic systems, ascertain the veaknesoes and

regularly provide for replacement whenever a systen begins to compromise it-

self due to over-oxteosive use. Reports on the strict selection of personnel

in the Fourth Section of tho Russian General Staff also suggest at the eaae

time that there, too, the question of the security of cryptographic syotomo is

given increased importance. However, the purely analytic knowledgo of the

cryptographer cannot be separated from the knowledge of the cryptanalyst . In

reality it is the latter who, according to my experience, fructifies the

cryptography of his own country. I have never seen things go the other way.

For this reason it was assumed with a probability bordering on certainty that

Moscow has a cryptanalytic service.

In captured Russian cryptographic instructions ef the amy there was

found such a clear expression of ideas, such an exact differentiation between

"digit" ( Zlffer) and "number" (Zahl) that what was to be found there was no

xnoughtless piling up of words but rather a classic clarification of words by

people who must certainly havo occupied themselves with cryptanalyals . The

similarity between diplomatic systems and those of the highest staffs also let

it be recognized that the Ideas all came from under the same hat and Chi
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therefore regarded as proven that there vao a single central cryptolcgic

agency In Moscow.

13. Do you know of any cryptographic organization of a public %
character In Europe? If eo, what vere the names and locations
of such societies? Do you know the names of any members?

Shortly before the outbreak of the war one of my cryptanalysts brought

me a little announcement taken from a French Journal which advertised a ccureo

in cryptanalysls. I believe the price was 20 francs. Regarding this Informa-

tion some remarks were made concerning the naivete of the people and the sus-

picion that possibly the French General Staff was behind It. But no attempt

was made to follow up the mattor and It goes without saying that we did not

write to this organization because our security rules forbade It. Certainly

Chi did not expect any success from a camouflaged Inquiry. The seat of the

organization was Paris, If I remember rightly. I do not know the name.

l9
* an

£i
count of your liaison with the Japanese nationals NISEI and

42. Thl8 question was put to FEMES In written form becauao of a doubt
which arose in the mlDde of the Interrogators at his oral Interroga-
tion concerning the relatione of GKN/fehl and the Japanese. At the
first interrogation of FEMES (17 Sep 1946), he admitted having
known HAYASHI, who had come to Berlin at the beginning of the war and
kfje,1760 tho Gertaana the originals of the Brown and Gray Codes:
FENKER claimed, however, that he did not know hew they had obtained
these books, and he said nothing was exchanged between QHV/Chi and
Tokyo though this might have been done between OER and Tokyo. At
the third interrogation of FENNER (19 Sep 1946) RUB was asked
whether he knew the Japanese NISEI and SAHJRAI. At that tin*
FENKER replied that he knew both of then vaguely, but had little
contact with them. IIISHI had been at Budapest with HAYASHI •

SAKURAI remained in Berlin, but FENKER claimed to have seen him only

£^Jla*B
- PEHKEB vas the° informed by the Interrogators that

SETTLER had stated
, FEKNER had passed American and other material -to

these two men. According to the report of interrogation; "FENKER
was very startled, and said that he had helped them with Russian andAmerican traffic, mainly by giving them raw material. Further
questions elicited that he had also given them copies of the VNsmainly American and French decodes. KSTTLER had ordered him to give
them everything they asked for. It was pointed out to him that thisaardly conformed with his previous statement that the liaison wasvery weak._ He said that he had meant "spiritually" (geistig)

,
not practically" weak. Both prisoner and interrogators ro-malned unimpressed by this argument, and FENKER was told to give a

^«^LaCC
?
UDt
/^Jhe Wh°le *Pl8ode -

n
(Excerpted from HCCM/l-201,paragraphs 1 and 29) . FENKER's answer here coincides substantially

*%S*lu*™$rTv*. £0:
elatlcns of **** - J^ - #™
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I never worked with the Japanese HISHI or with SABBAT or vith any

Japanese at all.

I have already stated at my Interrogation that HATASEI arrived In

Berlin shortly after the outbreak of the var and brought Chi the American

Brovn and Gray codes. Later on HAYASHI sometimes cade statements regarding

Soviet Army systems which had supposedly turned up In the Far East. These

reports were noted and thereupon regarded as settled because they had no

practical value, either because the Information was not pertinent or because

the observations, although correct, did not apply to the German Eastern Front.

Chi and EAYASfll were at that time lees Interested In any particular system

than in proving or checking the assumption that Army systems which had been

replaced at the Soviet West Front might turn up at the East Front in Asia.

All the information HAYASHI was able to get from Tokyo In this respect was so

sketchy that It was not possible to prove that systems which had been replaced

on tie West Front ever did turn up In East Aela. Chi was never able to eet

a systematic account of the cryptographic systems used by the Soviet Army in

East Asia.

Already at an Interrogation I stated that the relations between Chi and

the Japanese were of a superficial nature. This Is not changed at ell by the
fact that the Japanese received material from Chi. The relation remained

superficial because there could be no collaboration between Chi and Tokyo. I
have already pointed out that HAYASHI was practically cut off from Tokyo, that
there could be no thought of regular courier connections and that there was
no regular Interchange of telegrams between HAYASHI and his home office. So,
if I was occasionally called In when HAYASHI was calling on my Chief, we

talked in a friendly way about all possible things except cryptanalysls . In

HAYASHI again paid a call on Colonel XETTLcS. This time I
vas called in, probably because HETTI2R wished to hear my opinion. HAYASHI
said he was no longer getting any Information of any practical use and he
therefore asked that we let him have V*s for his Information. It was clear
to us that such information would naturally get to the Military Attache and
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the Ambassador himself. Therefore it was impossible for us to promise

BAYASHI anything on our own responsibility. However, H5TTLER put that up to

his Chief,
1*3 who supposedly discussed it with JODL^ and, on the basis of a

basic order that the Japanese vera to be given anything they wished, I was

informed that Wb might be given the Japanese to a limited extent. It was

agreed with BAYASHI that he was to have these VNs picked up once a week at

my office, but only after calling on the phone so as to avoid coming to no

purpose. This happened and at intervals of a week, later only every two

weeks, Hiam or SAHHRAI received eome 75s in my front office or frcm me per-

sonally. These vTJs were not limited to these dealing with America or any

other country but whatever might He of value was turned over as we saw fit.

The first four or five hatches were selected hy my eection heads for the dif-

ferent countries. That did not work because I did not get the messages on

time, inasmuch as they had to he gone through and recorded; for instance no

VHb were to be turned over which might be damaging to German interests in

any way. In short, to unify things I instructed Dr. SCEAEEEL of the Archives

to pick out suitable VNs. And this was done with the necessary tact. In

approximately five months the Japanese in Berlin received at most 10 such se-

lections. Each batch contained less than SO VNs. In February there were no

deliveries to the Japanese, the excuse being the air attacks. It was also

due to the ever more evident development of the military-political situation

which would in any event have led to an interruption of our relations with

Japan. When HAIASHI became Military Attache in Budapest ho asked, curiously

enough, for the occasional sending of English telegrams in plain cede.

Ostensibly he wanted to work on this traffic along with several gentlemen.

*°* aL^^^LKlESf^ U9PeralBa
for G-MGZR, Chief of the Armed ForcesSignal Communications Group, or Generalma.lor FEAU3, Chief of the Signal

communications Affairs. -

U. Generaloberst JODL, Chief of the Armed Forces Operations Staff.
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Throe or fcur tlmeo HAYASHI received some "practice messages"; then the

delivery of such material ceased because In Tlev of the now difficult com-

munication It was only a useless bother, even though only a few telegrams

were Involved . EAXASSZ received this material through the Chief of the

Hungarian cryptanalytlc unit. J

NISEE was ostensibly an assistant to the Military Attache. Late in 1944

or early In 19^5 be became Lieutenant Colonel. What his functions were I do

not know. I do not know the rank of SAKURAI nor do I know what duties he

was supposed to perform. I once talked with the Military Attache himself:

It was roe forenoon In 1945. We drank cognac on an empty stomach and said

not a word about military affaLrs. I did not become acquainted with other

Japanese.

20. What use did cryptanaiysts make of OKW^hl library and
archives? How were reference materials such as news
broadcasts made available to cryptanaiysts? What were
the reference materials available? Where are they now?

1^

Every practical cryptanalyst knows how frequently ho encounters place

or family names of which he has been able to Interpret only a part. Every

practical cryptanalyst knows how often In partially solved telegraas current

events are mentioned for which he doeo not know the precise political terms.

Every practical cryptanalyst also knows how Inportant It Is If he can as-

certain quickly what Important thing has happened on that day, not only at

home but throughout the whole world which may tie lo with the came he has

Interpreted and the time he has fLxed. And suppose an event lies many months

back; one cannot expect the cryptanalyst to burden his meaory with a lot of

ballast which Is quite unnecessary for hla. One need only to Imagine how

agreeable It Is for the analyst If he has a readily accessible central unit

45. General Istvan von PETRIE07ITS . For the relations of OZW/Chl and the
Hungarian cryptanalytlc unit see DF 18?-D, pp. 1-3.

46. For an excellent discussion of the Archive?- of OXW/Chl and their
importance see the translation of a lecture on the QEW/Chi archives
delivered In March 1945- "The Significance of the Archive as Aid to
Cryptanalyeia and a Source of Information". (DF 204).
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vhich gives him all conceivable Information. The information service of the

Archives was an institution vhich vas used day in and day out. As far as I

can recall, the Archives got seven questions in the first week, scmo 70 lit

the second week; no further count vas kept because the idea had taken hold

and was fully appreciated by ail the cryptanalysts.

The actual secret Archive of Chi was probably burned in Werfen. Part of

the file of decrypted messages ( VT7 -Archive ) was completely burned at the time

of the F'r attack on 2k Hoveaber 19*3; those were the messages of the years

1940 to August/September 19*3- Older messages, down to abeut 1937 were located

with the Chief of the Army Archives- in Potsdam and in part in the document

roea of the Ministry on the Landvehrkanai, in the building at Tirpitzufer 38/42.

What became of these documents I do not know.

21. Did QXW/chi keep a list of abbreviations, of terms of standard
translation or special, phrases? Where is this material now?

For years OKW/Chi kept alphabetic lists of foreign abbreviations and

their meanings written out in the foreign language and with German equivalents.

I think these lists were compiled in Group l}1 These lists were supplied to
48

me but vfere practically unnecessary because none of the cryptanalysts made

use of them. The few abbreviations appearing in encrypted meeeoges were known

or were soon interpreted. Those working on press and propaganda transmissions

may have needed these abbreviate
, but I am not sure.*9 I never saw trans-

lations of special phrases. There were lists of English, American, French,

Russian and Italian abbreviations. I burned in Berlin the lists charged to

me; the other groups probably did that in Werfen.

kl
' TSJ^SST Pr

!
0UBably to *»• Pre-1944 organization of OKW/Chi,

ttSU
COneioted of four X, II, in, 17. Group I underMajor A1IDRAE was ehn^— • " --«** ~» * \. * * ,^^Xv^x^

<% persomi01

^ ™Jams?
hlef

°f Cr°UP Cb8r8ea *» d"*7P*»*t of foreign

^' XreLfL^f
1
" 5"J°r EAEmE VM Charged ** interception ofroreign press and propaganda.
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22. What dictionaries were used by Oiw/Chi? Are any now available?
Describe the vork done by Sdf. KQBSH on military dictionaries.

Chi used the dictionaries ordinarily used in Central Europe. These

were published by Toussaint-Langonscheldt, Schmidt, Sachs-Villatte, Pawlowskl

and others whose names I do not know. Meat of the dictionaries were the

private property of the cryptanalysto . The flra Harrassowitz in Leipzig could

give the best information on dictionaries including those in oriental languages.

However, all these dictionaries had the disadvantage that the newly created

words of diplomatic policy could not be contained In them. These concepts and

the corresponding terms the cryptanalysts had to memorize in their practical

work. But no collection of these new words was compiled. KUBHN did not come

to my unit until the end of 19^. The reason was as follows. The need for

military dictionaries was, of course, great. For the development of the mili-

tary Language is much more stormy than that of scholars and diplomats. Hot

merely does military technique leavo its imprint but even the Jargon of the

soldiers affects it. Everybody who translated and everybody who came Into

direct contact with the enemy linguistically needed dictionaries. The result

waa that dictionaries were compiled in various offices. Industry and zeal may

have been displayed in the process but there was not always the requisite

special knowledge which is indispensable if something is to be created that

will be good even a decade later. In order to avoid waste, to produce some-

thing unified and not to use up needlessly paper which was already in very

short supply, Chi asked KEITEL to issue an order according to which the

preparation of all military dictionaries would be turned over to me. After all,

the best trained philologists were working under me and nowhere else was there

such a logical place to collect the entire vocabulary required and to provide

illustrations of use such -~
dictionary. The

suggestion was approved and I took over KUEHN with the few people he had. Late

in 19kk and early in 1^5 the compilation of the English military dictionary

with consideration of "slang" as a part of the scheduled work was drawing to an

end. The proof sheets were already being gone over. A Russian military
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dictionary was in the preliminary atages. The aaterlal vaa burned at Verfen.

Possibly KUEHN saved some private asteriai. I expected a great deal of this

work myself because the extent of the work, the exactitude of the collection,

and the arrangement of the books, vould certainly have net with approval

abroad after the war.

23. Do you feel that information produced by the cryptanalytic people
vaa properly handled? Who evaluated the information? Eov and to
whom was it disseminated? What did the recipients do vith it?

I had the impression and gradually became convinced that the secret

Archive (information Section) evaluated the VNb carefully and according to

correct principles; otherwise requests would not have come in from outside

agencies. I know, for example, that the General Staff once wanted to find cut

quickly whether anything was known froa the THl or other sources regarding

Soviet Russian preparations for war. While previously the answer to such a

question was Incomplete and took three days, the complete, finished answer

could now be given in three hours. The Archive gave only objective informa-

tion without any Interpretation or criticism. At a time when propaganda is

endeavoring to dim the eyes of even the shrewdest people to reality, the mere

existence of such an Information unit based upon documents would have proven

its worth in a veiy short time. Aa long as this Archive was still under my

control, it was my ambition and that of my associates to create an institution

which vould tell the truth and would therefore enjoy complete evidence. The

time for creating such an organization had meanwhile become ripe.

The distribution plan for the VNs is not known to me. Consequently my

knowledge in this regard is extremely sketchy. Lieutenant Colonel ven

KALCKSTEIN
50

or Dr. SCHAEDEL51 could beet give information.

50. See DF 187 -A, p. 11 where Oberstit. W" " "-"^m is entered
aa xhe Chief of Section X r?

«rv,ie-

grams. Day Book) Main.Group B. Fdr FEHHEE's characterization of von
XALCKSTEIN, see DF 187-2, p. 18.

51. See DF 187-A, p. 11, where Dr. Herbert SCHAEDEL is entered as head of
Section Y. (Carding items from decrypted messages and from plain-text
messages, distribution of secret information) Main Group B. Dr.
SCHAEDEL had been instructor at the University of Leipzig. For
FENHES's characterization of SCHAEDEL see DF 187-E, p. 2k.
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My office vao merely told how many copies of t.:ie VHs were to be made.

Distribution of the VTJs and control of them was not In my hands, neither vas

the picking out of specific 7No which were required for any particular purpose.

Cryptanalytlc rsports, as I have already stated, wore originally written

ODce a month, then perhaps from 1927 on only every throe months. There were

about five copies In all. From 1933 on, only annuel roports were prepared,

generally In two copies, In a few exceptional cases in three copies.

2k. Describe the preparation, selection of material, publication,
translation, and distribution of the THs.

Preparation : The entire traffic was sorted in the Telegrar:

Registry, 5 separated according to countries, and t >livered as culckly as

possible to the haad of the pertinent language section or his representees.

There the material was divided according to four points of view: messages

currently able to be decrypted; messages worked on but not yet able to bo

decrypted; unknown, i. e., those cryptographic syst.jMs not jet analysed; and

rejects, Insofar as theee had not boen eliminated la the Registry.

Messages currently able to be decrypted v»re freed of their reenctpherment

or immediately decrypted, and the ireesages not yet "ripe for VNs" wera placed

In the hands of an expert. Unknown systems went into a special collection and

vera "observed" as we said at Chi, 1. e., watched for similarity of type, the

frequency of the messages sent, In short all criteria vhich we aeslrod to have

cleared up before engaging In systematic work on a system. I hare airoacy

sai3 elsewhere that good philologists decoded teieprams using the solved

codes. In so doing nevly obtained interpretations were naturally filled in,

evea In those codes which were In an advanced stage of solution. I saw to it

that erec a clever man did not have to work on more then two plain cedes un-

less solution had already progressed bo far^'

but only decoding was involved. Once the telegrams had been stripped of

enciphorment and decoded, one began the

52. According to the CEfc'/Chi organizational chart of 19^, the Telegram
Registry was under Group a of Main Group B. [IS 187 -A, p. J>.
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Selection: The practiced cryptanalyst sees very quickly whether a

telegram contains political or BlUtarj-pollUcal information or nerely

administrative matters which are of no special importance. So-called pass-

port messages are quickly recognized, as are also the reproduction of rolcee

of the press. Of these usages only relatively few could claim any objective

Interest. Moreover I had observed that nothing Is so likely to minimize the

value of the VHe In the eyes of those vho receive them and do not realize hew

much effort It costs to produce then as to Include every unimportant matter'

Therefore In selecting the W.e to be produced ve considered as Important:

the daily situation reports of the Ambassadors and Ministers; consents of the

press, because from these the specific attitude of the foreign countries to-

ward certain problems could be seen; and finally actually new reports and

Instructions from the central authority to its Ambassadors, Ministers Plenipo-

tentiary, and Ministers ( and rice versa). According to my observations over

many years there vaa generally SeTen tlmee as much decrypted as was Issued in

the form of a VTTf It is true, I occasionally got instructions that special

importance attached to certain usages but such instructions always coincided

with the opinions of myself and my colleagues. I gave my co-workers as free

a hand as possible in the selection. I could do thl* without feeling concerned

for it is the natural ambition of the cryptanalyot to offer as objectively

interesting Information as possible, even though messages which were only

subjectively Interesting contributed to the silent satisfaction of the.workers,

e. g., the description of a supper at which certain gentlemen handled knife and

fork in a not exactly skillful meaner. The many passport and economic messages

were of no interest higher up but if they were included occasionally, likewise

even less Important messages, that was usually due to the fact that. *« anal™*

on the basis of his knowledge attributed greater Import «, *u*h

than his superior, fer instance, who was primarily interested in the press.

The question of what was really important was never correctly answered and can

never be answered in a completely eatisfactory way, because a message which was

quite unimportant today may be very important two years hence! I and my col-

leagues took the point of view, therefore, that It was better to bring too many

TOP S^€R&T
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"inlnportant tseseages than to have failed to bring ease important ones as

73fe: "Let the gentlemen at the top separate the chaff from the wheat*

"

In the case of Army radiograms there could be no rule of thumb it

evaluation. A seemingly insignificant message in which a new military unit

is named can under some circumstances be more Important than a decrypted

order to attack which is already known from some other oourco. For tb?.s

reason the decrypted radiograms of foreign armies were never included in tho

dally edition of the TXu; decrypted Army radiograms were alao called Wa but

they went inte other hands where each individual message called for a careful

going over. This work ia a special field, with the interpretation of call

eigne, the attempt to show any existing periodicity in the use of call slgDG

and wave lengths, with the preilninary evaluation, the various card files,

the actual msesoge evaluation and the final evaluation which In crystallized

in a uniform report which in turn has nothing to do with the necessary putting

of these secrete t* good use.

Translation: Great stress waa put on good translation. It vea

necessary to translate because with the multitude of languages worked on it

was inconceivable that the officers charged with further processing would know

all these languages well enough to understand correctly a decrypted massage

where the grammar often departed from accepted rules. In each section there

was at leaat one cryptanalyst who knew German and tho foreign ianguaga ao veil

that in cases of doubt the German text could be brought to him for checking

and for a decision. Naturally it was required that such differences oa:

gowissiich certainement

sicherlich eurement

nur plus de, seulenent

blose pes autrement, simple

anacheinend probable

scheinbar apparent

be correctly rendered, likewise the designations of offices and officials.

Anything which might perhaps be false in the translation had to be indicated

as questionable, originally by a question mark in parenthesis after the dubious

TOP SOCKET
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vera, later on th<) passage which night be Inexact was underscored with a

broken line. Nevertheless it probably happened that la view of the nunber

of nev technical .ogreeoione which were always coming up, one or another vas

cot correctly rendered . The decisive factor was therefor© the correct

££22£ of thG WJ <md consequently any attenpt to noapleto an inccaplete meg.

sage on one's cwr. responsibility vae strictly taboo. For the sane reason it

was forbidden to veave personal remarks into a VN: the VI? nust approach as

far as possible tie objective ceenunlcation. Otherwise it would have ceased

to be eJerl.^^ e ., a pleCb of reliable inteiligance.

Eencs if a aesaoge appeared important enough to be isflued as a TO and if it

had been translated into German, then it was written as a VH.

Platrlbtttlon: Each VI? carried in the heading the designation Chi

ar.d VH, also a notation whether the decrypted aessege had been sent by radio or

cable. Then followed a definite statement of nationality, because the language

alone was not sufficient Since Egypt, for instance, used a French code. Further*

acre each VH had ta coo'-,ain data whioh staged it as an indisputable document:

telegram date and, if present, tha Journal number of the telegram. Otherwise

In case of the publication of historical coaaantaries or souroes by the opponent

the assertion could hare been made that the VH was cot genuine! Finally each VH

had in the lower Lift ccraer a brief notation of distribution. JS. g. , "Abw

hx n
. This signified that four copies cf this VH bad been delivered to the

Ab^ehr. Thte rotation rouained when Chi had long since ceased to be a part

of the Abvehr and other agencies besides the Abwear were provided with VJffi.

However, on esact distribution list was not to be given on the VH for obvious

reasons, therefore it vas decided to write in stereotype fashion "Abv...*".

In this notation, therefore, only the nuaber agrees with the facts, always

providing that vl is mentally added because each section had its own complete

VH collection in order to be able to look up at any time solved telegrare or

groups which had already occurred, etc. However, these copies could never

show up anywhere because otherwise they would have had to be registered as

TCP SECRET (gehelme Eqman^csoghe) documents and the mechanics of the office
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would have, becoae still more complicated. Finally there stood in the lower

right corner (likewise on the last sheet) of a TO a brief indication of the

cryptographic system used, e. g., F 21 or An 1 or Run 3, etc. That signified:

France, cryptographic syBtem Nr. 21, i. e., the 21st French system solved at

Chi after the First World War; the first Anerican system solved at Chi after

the First World War; the third Roumanian system solved. However, it also

happened that this notation was made more explicit, i. e., that the entire

formulae of the system involved was written down, e. g., P4ZCuZw4 which

signified: Polish 4-digit code, reenciphered by means of an additive sequence,

fourth system solved. Later, hcwever, these designations were often made only

on the oopy remaining in the oection, hence it is not absolutely necessary that

a genuine TO shall show thin notation because the notation was significant only

within the unit. On many TOa there stands in addition to this notation the

initials of the responsible cryptanalyst and my own, whioh later dropped out

because It was quite Impossible to read and sign each individual TO. The

reproduction of the TOs dorm to the last months of the war was by typewriter

using carbons. This led to bothsrsomo oonplainta since the carbon paper grew

poorer during the war and the carbon copies likewise. Hot until 1944 was I

able to get authority to have the TOa written on waaed plates and run off in

the requisite number. Once the requisite number of copies had been prepared,

they were taken without loss of time to Lieutenant Colonel von KALCS5TEIH who

undertook and was responsible for further processing and distribution." In his

office was to be found the copy which ultimately came into the Archives. These

copies came at first by the year, later by the month in lccse-leaf hinders and

were delivered to the Chief of the Army Archives In Potsdam, Eeaa-VOn-Secefct-

Strasse 8, when it was to bo assumed that Chi would no longer be interested

in the back numbers. Thus there were delivered to the Chief of the Any Archives

all the TOs of the first postwar period down, I should say, to the end of 1930;

the remaining material which was ready for the Archives was in the main building

in the Tlrpitzufor and In my office where several annual files ware burned. The

binders were numbered serially, consequently the genuineness of such a document

could be checked at any time.

—TOP 5?£€RET
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cryptogrran lost its dotaiuant position as the panacea for the pains of

helplessness and became n means to a conscious end; the eye became more keen

foi- the possible appearance of characteristic features,, the Imagination vas

stimulated and the confusion of cryptanaiysls with the concept of a "Black

Art" disappeared.

Whsn nov in the course of years ay personnel had been greatly enlarged,

new asslgnnente were aiid^d and the daily administrative tasks bound me more

to ej d33k than to the lecture room, when I myself had become more mature and

had became convinced of what I ought better to hare done, I decided to give a

different form to the instruction. I gathered together in a special course on

"GereraL Cryptolcgy" those ycungsr cryptanalysts who after they had been

observe:! for or.e or more years while engaged in practical work were designated

by their section heads as gifted and I gave them instruction two days a week

from 1500 houre to 1700 hours: in the first winter semester on substitution

system as basic systems and in the seccnd winter semester on transposition

systems as basic systems and on simple conblned systems as well as the most

frequent types of reencipkernont. What had proven good In my earlier teaching

I retained . Anything that bordered on play I touched on only briefLy, without

laying any weight on It. But the most important principles of psychology and

logic were included because many of my pupils were university graduates and

vers receptive to a presentation which at least attempted to show the relation

betweec cryptology end the other branches of science, In short to present

cryptology itself as e rcience. With full conviction, however, I stuck to a

simple, really primitive presentation of ail the material because for

enlivening the Instruction I used the ezaaples themselves, historical observa-

gained meanwhile it was worked Into the material so that the pupils after two

years had been familiarized with the basic principles of oodem cryptanaiysls.

If I noticed that one of the pupils was not up to the requirements, I

reserved the right to cross him off the list of participants. In this way I

tlons, pedagogic hints, and crit*-* — information had been

*5
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Ae to the actual distribution I can tall nothing, as I have already

Stated elsewhere. I aid not concern myself vith It end it vas Ton

MUSmsiS'a duty to aecoBpliata the distribution and likewise to chock the

copies rett^med. Aa I recall, there were some 10 copies of each TO prepared

tovard the last. The aastev sheets vore burner. In my office after they had

been used. Before distribution of the TOe the most important passages vsre

underscore by von EA1C2STEIN and hie assistants to sake possible a rapic

scanning of the material. As to the valve of such a aeasure opinions varie3

greatly. SCBABBEL and I disapproved of this rnetb* of "predigostioo* hecouao

it involved a risk that the TOs would be deprived of their character as es-
'

peclaily valuable secret intelligence e'.nce the reader skimmed such prepared

reporte Just as superficially and casually as be did ail others, (fe both

mainlined that a Wl should enly get into the hands of people vho have tlae

enough to lock at then until the reader had completely understood then. Those

vho vant to read TOs Just for sensational items have no right to get then! •

However, as I ha™ said, other people vers of a different opinion and under-

scored certain vords in the 13a vith colored pencil. Assuming wise acd serious

readers,, this method nay be very helpful, but only under the assumption I have

Just node. After I had succeeded in having the TUs multigrephed , each one vas

also marked with the call el*n beneath the heading, in case it vas 3 radlogran

(to aid the statistical work of other groups of Chi) and vas provided vith a

brief summarv. That had to be done because hand in hand vith the modernization

of our reproduction vent the organisation of the Archives and the Information

Section. Furthermore I desired by indicating the content to render the time-

consuming underscoring unnecessary and also to force the cryptanalyst and

-'ator to pay strict attention to the sense of vhat vas decrypted. The

other data remained Just as I have described here.

Publication
: The publication of VHs vas strictly forbidden. Every

W vas marked >hot»» Vmm***** (TOP SECRET) and therefore vas most care-
fully safeguarded. It vas forbidden to speak about VHs and decryptment outside

our vorkrooms. And vithin the vorkrocme only vlth people one knev, hence not

ko
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with unknov-o officers and officials, se-calied visitors, who cane into the

Ministry under soiie pretext or other. Evsry ssrioue cryptanaiyot knows the

cocEiequences of the publication of a TIT. When aftar the World Har Accessed or

PAGE published the so-called "Zimxermaan dispatches", in vhich Secretary of

State von ZIKMERMAHH tried to induce Mexico te enter the war egainst the USA,

Chi mad© use of these publications to prove how important an exact decry? iment

is and how important it is that every cryptographic system be carefully tested

befere it is put into use. And PAGE'S publication was vorth acre then a whole

course of first class lectures* Once when an English correspondent got knowl-

edge in the Foreign Office of an Italian VN which had been decrypted at Chi and

published it In a Manchester newspaper, including a cryptographic error which

had slipped by Chi, this Italian diplomatic clphsr was replaced and so, as far

as I recall, was Ambassador AMADORI who was then stationed in Riga? In general

it was considered a rule that the Interests of truth can only be served by the

publication of all sources 25 years after a significant event at the earliest.

Before that it nay be very intriguing but so many dec Jilt pecple, who have

erred not from evil intent but only from human Insufficiency, become involved

by such a publication that It is better to keep silent and wait. (For this

reason, for instance, there is still no absolutely exact account of certain

events of the First World War.) When the French Intelligence Service discovered

that the French diplomatic systems were being worked on with success at Chi,

this information alone was enough to cause the Qua! d' Orsay to replace certain

systems more speedily than had previously been the custom. Thus not only any

publication but de facto any rumor constitutes a danGer for the cryptanalytic

unit, the purpose of which Is not to satisfy someone's decire for sensation but

*° T^r^' security of the country which one serves by means which one

iM**«» Lo ewpioy wnen dynamite and blowtorches would attract too much attention

without doing the slightest good.

25. Describe the training which should be given te a cryptanalyst.
What are the basic requirements for a good cryptanalyst?

Regard ing the advisability, Indeed the necessity of a training program
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for cryptonaj.ysts, there could be no argument on the basis of the experience

I bad curly in the 20 ft (when I took charge of the cryptanalytie section).

Concepts vhich occur frequently ic cryptology had not been defined at all or

not definitively. Consequently nisuneerstandinga were found in quite

raeanir.glees conferences. A set of instructions vritten at that time by the

then First Lieutenant BTBCHEHHAGEH^ vtth the collaboration t>f his enploy^ea^

did describe the solution of seYeral cryptographic systena but it nade tie

errer of alvoys starting vlth the aasunspticn that the character of the eyeten

was already known. Hence the technique of the special course of solution was

perhaps correctly presented, but the question: 'How do I solve an unknown

system?", vas touched on only fleotingly and therefore answered only Inade-

quately. Crypt*nalysle was carried on In a purely eiapirical manner; the

guiding and consoling idea was: "Socething sensible will occur to ne." Ho one

had an yet thought of the possibility of establishing scne systenatic order

aaoog the very varied systens already 'known. Particular naoes had been given

to individual eystens, it Is true, but the essential connexion between then

was Dot yst reoogai*»d. In view of the conservative attitude of tho old crypt-

analysts and of their prejudices against every Innovation, the attenpt to bring

order into the official vocabulary encountered difficulties. I therefore re-

solved to set up soao practice problem which would depart from the usual

scheae only in very nincr details and had the satisfaction of seeing that even

the most gifted cryptanalyat did not find the correct solution. This clrcun-

staace yas considered sufficient proof of the inauoquacy of the oethod hitherto

53. gberlt. BUSOTSHBAG^ was the founder and first director of the postWorld ^ar I Cryptologic Bureau January 1920. He was later officer
of the General Sta:^ with various assignments; with the defection ofKO into Russian captivity as General of Infancry,

54
* fioZ

e° P*rsoca are listed elnewhere by FEHEER as nenbers of Chi in

fc^EnSS^^S,^02" FraDCO >«- ^Ul ROHEB and Carl VTAS(SnSffox Enelana); Emll Freiherr von REZKICEK (for Italy); Alfred FDCES
1 ™'" 6ter NW0?ASCHENNY, Vllhela FEHHER Alfonso ELEIBERT FirstLt. SCHMIDT, Felix SCHERZZ and Edith von BUECELER (forXSsTaK {&%).

—XOP^SRCREX
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used of -trial and error supported by experience. A few other problems with

e*aj roencipheroents now awakened interest in a new direction. In little

talks tn a very Halted circle I presented first the general characteristics

of the systematic arrangement of cryptographic systems and then the methodical

solution of basic systems which had long since been known, that is to say5

these cryptogram which are derived froa the plain text by a single operation.

In the oryptanalytic reports, which in those days were still prepared monthly,

I unsparingly corrected everything whioh did not agree with the new terminology,

everything which was obscure and every deviation, no matter how slight, from

a logical presentation. I weeded out all verbosity, every attempt to get around

a clear presentation and to give an explanation in general terms. I called

for a eiarple and naive description so that "even your superior can understand

your cryptanalytic report". I accepted internal frictions because they proved

to me that a critical spirit had taken hold. I did not expect any more as a

beginning. However, I did forbid ..giving new employees general instructions •

for the solution of cryptographic systems and Instead reserved to myself the

right to start the new generation on the path which I had recognized as correct.

So the new points of view gradually came to be accepted and In a few years

were the general property of the oryptanalyote. However, there was still an-

other disadvantage about the older cryptanalysta which was disturbing: a man

nay be an excellent cryptanalyetj he works for months, sometimes far over a year,

on one or two current systems. If they are solved, others take their place

which generally are not essentially different from the old systems, especially

in the cose of plain codes: the virtually identical vocabulary has merely been

distributed differently! The activity of such cryptanalysts unfailingly led

to a one-sidedn-- . +h8n Mvl9BB ^ soon as a new system

appeared which fell outside the framework of the familiar scheme. So about the

middle of the 20's I collected the older cryptanalysts for a course of 90 days -

each working day except Saturday - and taught them the systematic classification

of cryptographic systems, all basic systems, systems showing a single combination,

and the universally used forms of reencipherment. In contrast to the traditional

presentation I started in each individual case with the general subject, in
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c;: ,r to pimnt she pujtl froa basing Ms conception on the special case.

Then la my examples I gars special coses and asked for n critical statement

vblcb almd at recognizing as quickly as possible every systematic feature

contained in the system a-.d of utilizing this knowledge skillfully, at

checking he- and when this eyetesa-tic feature vas recognized, indicating the

"i££H E£lH£i£ £gg*gSgggao'' «^ finally criticizing the system itself. My

endeavor vas at the sua* time to cause cryptology to rise from the sphere of

a lever ("Zur.de") - compare the conaco term 'Vfetterkunde" in Germany - to the

higher level of a scitr.ee (Wlaaenschaft) . But precisely for this reason I had

to refuse to give dead -cure reeipae for the solution of this or that crypto.-

graph- ayatea, that is, bo to speak, a cookbook of cryptology.' I taught the

methods; the application J left to the judguent, hut not to the whim, of the

cryptanalyetfl. Although I had in ty teaching the secondary purpose cf giving

the pupils a certain rout ice training, nevertheless the real main objective

vas to train the* for research and for independent thinking and decision.

Hence the following sequence of Ideas and concepts vas taken as a guide:

Moaning of the Instruction: Scientific Research Work

Purpose of tho Instruction: Training of Cryptanalyste

Making Known the Haaulta of Previous Investigations

Gathering of the Results of Hev Investigations

Coisparlsoo of the Old and New Results (Criticism)

Arrangement ^cording to Certain Points of 71ev (Rule, Systematic

Alto, Sequence of Steps, Statistics (Method)
Classification)

Picking out Regularities (Scientific Recognition)

Stet the pupils within the Lialts set by this plan also became acquainted with

specific eids, a. g., letter fluencies of foreign languages, frequencies of

syllables, froqu. _ _ ^-.stic relatione to cno

another, eoos without eayitg. t aleo Conaldered u apprOFflate to

oathematlcs into the subject matter everywhere where numbers could serve as a
measure. The basic rules of combinatorial analysis (Komblnatorlk ) and of

probability had to be mastered. However, the results of such a training, even

though far from comprehensive, wore unmistakable: the frequency count of a

TOP SECRET
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pursued ).he object of advancing only really car-able people and not burdening

anybody with mental baUa&t whlsh he would not need as a statistic!:! clerk

or crypianalytlc assistant. Ac I hare already mentioned, I aid cot accept

any beginners Its this course, but did demand expressly that every beginner

destlc-ed to beccae a cryptanalyst should at hln first Job coke a ecunt of a

plain coco, then decode uriun a well eolv*d core, then help or< a ccdo already

in course of solution, end only then try his band on the independent solution

of a code. Of course there vere cases where I departed from this rule. Thia

happened whet I had convinced myself of the triictebtiity of a now appointee;

of hie imagination, his knowledge of current ex acts and his lingaietlc knowledge,

(I did cot admit any applicant vlthout subjecting hla to a -teat. I bad ite

give me a eacple of his handwriting, asked about bis favorite subject In school;

pat auctions xc him La the field with which he ves Leoxt acquainted, not to

worry bin but ie ordtr to bo able to judge fret, the reaction to my Question*

hew he would seet unpleasant situations. I alto Inquired about bis viws on-

zjattoro which vers occupying the Bind of the general public; questioned hie

regarding hit- relations to Godj tasted his pewnrc of imagination and only at

the end h«o3 hla tell me all about his favorite subject In order to get an idea

of his vocabulary end bis temperament. Independently of that the applicant

had to translate into German or-ily ar, editorial r^-caa eoie foreign p*-ar

and make a written translation from Sermon Into that foreign language which he

supposedly kcev best. If on the basis of ray total .judgment I had faeocae

convinced that the applicant was a personality with adequate knowledge, then

and only -.ban did 1 request that he be hired). Shis method of selection and of

initial occupation proved satisfactory and I did not have to give it up until

I vaa forced during the war to accept jrmtf~ ' i-ffBouael

vlthout examination, just as they were assigned me by the Labor Office through

the Administrative Branch. Since the teaching would have teen tec burdensome

for me alone I later had V.T3JDLA3D and EUETTETffiAIH help me. The Latter was also

told (during the var} to give lectures from the field of higher cryptciogy to

those cryptanalyote vho vere considered best, 1. e., to those who neeaed

top Secret—
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B ii-iebls act merely in respect to language but also as analyats; ho was to

talk also cq the theory of groups and the solution of systeas with complex

roeueipbsrsent, to take op the problem of modern nachinee, t. e.
( everything

which experience had shown vould g0 beyond the noraai ability of a practical

eryptanalyet. The idea of instituting such a course sprang froa the fact that

during the var a nuabor of exceedingly capable analysts vers working for jm

who would return to their Civil occupation after the end of the war. However

the eryptolcgic ideas of these aen ought to be firmly anchored in Chi. Reports

and >.ong papers would have dissipated the working strength of these analysts

who vorc mostly aathenaticinns at universities. Consequently IM the use

of lectures and mutual aiscussion and practice prcbleas after the Banner of the

university seminar to be the aost suitable method. From then on a difference

u-afl likewise made between "lower cryptolcgy" ard "higher cryptology" whereby

'vhe material taught by aDEnSREUZl belonged to the higher group as I Cloned
a few lines baci. On the basis of ay experience I 3au sorely say that these,

courses in general, i. e., lower cryptology and those in higher cryptology,

proved their worth. Tb« uniformity of expression, the abundance of notarial

offered, the selection of suitable exercises, and the constantly inject**

repetition of already kncvo topics, not aerely enriched the pupils' knowledge

and deepened their understanding, but allowed then to ripen into aen froa

.hose mental fruits a gco. harvest was to be expected. Due to lack of space

(one of my buildings hud been completely destroyed in lovember l$*3 by air

attack, on Berlin;, I had to discontinue ay instruction. HBETTBHHAI2I vas still
giving Lectures in the .inter Ufa until conditions in the building made even
this instruction ioposstbie.

The guiding principle of all the instruction can be sow— - - - ^Uov.

lag words: "A cryptographic syotea is a regular deviation rroa the forae of
expression of the written language; recognition of this regularity is t* break
into the system; the mastery of this regularity is its solution." Thesa words
smbrace the entire problem of the concept "cryptographic eysW and likewise
the task imposed upon the cryptanalyst. This is the world of his hypotheses
and their collapse, of his hop,s and his disappointments, of his probabilities

TOP.SECRCT—
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aad of hie bungling, but also of his certainties and cf hia art. For I... spite

of all factual discoveries there remains in evary genuine cryptanalyat as the

imponderable of bie performance the "divine opark".

It must be accepted as a fact, one which may perhaps be disturbing to other

peoples, that the assuring of his cvh existence dominates the spiritual attitude

of the German to a not unessential degree. This Is not the place to inquire into

the causes and reasons for this attitude. The idea of serving the state all one's

life ie not to be separated from the idea that this state recognizes the obliga-

tion to look out for its servant when he has become old and unable to work. And

the state has not tried to avoid this obligation.^ Inatead lt ^ recognUea

in a decision of the Imperial High Court of Justice that the pension is merely a

part of the withheld salary. If this is the norm, then it is not strange if

the employee as servant of the state deaires to secure for himself for his old

age the return service of the state in the form of an old age pension. In the

Cryptologic Bureau the cryptanalyat was an employee (Angestellter ) . Germany

had no budgetary provision for this type of servant. Nevertheless this servant

55. The enauing remarks should be read in connection with the following

Vr£tZl^JT^Sh^^&l bl9t0r7 °f tbe Otologic Agency
(probably written by FEWER) issued as DF 202: "I. Careers for
Cryptanalysts :

"ZZS. ^°",trast
,

t0 other countries, where en officer capable of
cryptanaiytic work coula be active and could be promoted in this

Krf"I;
C
of

tiHTa °mc*V ld not^ 80(3 does DO* to"* eventoday of any such career. However, it had long been known that
the cryptanalyat can offer a guarantee of steady performance only
if he is placed in surroundings which favor hia productive activity
independent of his innate qualifications. METJERHICH had endeavored
to make this clear to hie imperial master in a memorandum. Offeringpecuniary advantages did not tally with the German conception of

'

!&!4
B
?7if!^

W
?
en ln 1927 the flrst cryptanalyat was made anofficial (Beamter)
, a development was initiated which led after Ion*carefuL preliminary work and well-plannsc collaboration with the

administration and competent civil authorities to a 'Decree Be- '

Servle^
h
i?S!2!VBa TeStlng f°r the Superior I*nS»BSe

, ™ Arced Forc*s ' approved by General Field MarshalEE^TEL in 1939. This decree at last gave the academically trained

appointed cryptanalyat from uncertainty regarding hi
luture, it also bound him as a superior official (hoeherer~~~ ] cl°«ly to the national government and raised him at the

2H! 2? e 6 Dumberle8s interpreters and translators, towhom this career remained blocked. In spite of the high demandsmade in all seriousness and after mature deliberation on the

48
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of the state In hie daily Life came into contact with officers and officials

who vers "pensionable" simply because they followed a traditional path. This

was fait as aa undue hardship, as an injustice which was not sinply due to

fate. Buck in the mid -twenties some of the older cryptanalysts asked the

then Director of the Cryptologic Bureau, First Lieutenant BUSCHETCBAGEIT, to

make inquiry in competent quarters as to the circumstances under which it

would be possible for the cryptanalysts to be taken over into the status of

officials. The efforts of these men to get official status also had another

reason. The cryptanalyst saw that the officer or official who was discharged

for reasons of economy found doors of opportunity open in the economic world

because his activity had not necessarily been one-sided. The nan working in

cryptanalysis feared, however, that in case of dismissal he night hecome the

victim Of his one-sided mental activity. This fear was not unfounded. Even

METTERITICH in a memorandum to his imperial master had called to his attention

the lot of his aged cryptanalysts, basing his plee on the fact that those

servants of the state, who in their way were most discreet and faithful,

vould necessarily get into serious financial straits without a pension after

a life which afforded little in the way of outward honors because their

calling made it difficult for then to secure for themselves in old age any

equivalent new position. In 3USCHETTHAQEN ' s time, however, negotiations with

the Ministry of Finance had no prospect of success. In 1927 I, as the

constant Pole of the cryptanalytic unit, became an official (Beamter ) by excep-

tion; this was done to bind me permanently to the unit where the military

directors changed every three or four years in any event, that is to say. Just

when they began to master the subject. Then for years nothing more happened

until the founding of the Forschungsamt and the elevation of those employees

who had left the Cryptologic Bureau to the rank of Prussian officials finally

vaked up the responsible officers in the Ministry of Defense and they proposed

to the Ministry of Finance regular budgetary provisions for several officials

and these were approved by him. Even though from a personal point of view no

one could begrudge the elder cryptanalysts their promotion to Government

—TOP SECRET
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the lot of his aged cryptanalysts, basing his plea on the fact that these

servants of the state, who in their way were most discreet and faithful,

would necessarily get into serious financial straits without a pension after

a life which afforded little in the way of outward honors because their

calling made it difficult for them to secure for themaeives in old age any

equivalent new position. In BUSCHENHAGEN * s time, however, negotiations with

the Ministry of Finance had no prospect of success. In 1927 I, as the

constant pole of the cryptanalytic unit, became an official (Beamter) by excep-

tion; this was done to bind me permanently to the unit where the military

directors changed every three or four years in any event, that is to eay. Just

when they began to master the subject. Then for years nothing more happened

until the founding of the Forschungsamt and the elevation of those employees

who had left the Cryptologic Bureau to the rank of Prussian officials finally

waked up the responsible officers in the Ministry of Defense and they proposed

to the Ministry of Finance regular budgetary provisions for several officials

and these were approved by him. Even though from a personal point of view no
one could begrudge the elder cryptanalysts their promotion to Government
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Councillors fBeglerunggraeto) . nevertheises this sa&sure did not by o?y

Signify 5 basic solution of the problea of creating official positions for

oryptecaljBta id the regular table of organization, 0C the other hand, ts;r

unit was growing. Aaojg the younger generation of cryptenalysts vera a

number of young university aen vhc had already passed the first, and la sodo

caasB even fche second State Exaninatlon but had aot been appointed as teachers

because the supply vas greater than the deaand. Furtheraore cost of then were

not Party nsabers, - consequently they would bars had to sacrifice their

political convictions to gain employment as teachers. In the Foreign Office

conditions were alalia?: only the Director of tie Cryptologic Bureau vas an

official; his cryptana^.ysts were employees. It la no vender that thece gentle-

men could no longer conceal their concern about old fge when several of ay

gentlemen wore rained to the status of officials. The ucalstakable preferen-

tial treatment of those, erjptanalyota who had gone froa the Crjptologic Bureau

to CWEBISG'a Fora:hur.gnast seemed like a aocker-y: fidelity and loyalty to the

tfehraacht was In a way being penalised; In the uatter of social position,

vhlch was so important even in the Drltta Reich" the cryptanalysts aram*

O-OERIKG Lad therefore von their race. That not merely had an effect in snail

natters, 9. g., In conferences with business flaws, the respect with which the

Cryptologic Bureau was regarded was in danger of being lost unless Us crypt-

analysts were given firm grcund tc ctand on. Shea Late la the 30's I ^as

instructed to cmv up regulations for e career as upper grade official-

(hoehere Beante) in cryptanalysls. I had thought about the setter often

enough already so that the task itself was not new to oe. Of course, I had

to keep In alnd that such a career, as career of a govern^nt official

(Relchsboaate) BUSt be stated in such general terse that it would be valid

for the Foreign Office and even for the Fcrschungsact as veil. The craft vas

worked over many times, naturally enough. For not only the Army administration

was hoard and consulted but also the Foreign Office and the Ministry of the

Interior, the Minister of Finance, of course, and possibly even the Forschnngs-

«* itself, vhlch generally paid little attention to natters of gov&raannt

TOP SECRET
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regulations. Eovover, the Administrative Office of the ttehrnacht pushed the

natter all the more vigorously. Well over a year passed before the career

regulations come back into ay hands vith KEITEL's signature, approved as in

the draft. But vith that an almost twenty-year-old struggle was ended and

we had firm ground under our feet.

The most important points in the career regulations were:

1. Creation of the officials of the "Superior Foreign Language

Service of the Armed Forces."

2. Applicants . Basically eligible are only university trained men

who have the doctorate or have passed the first

major State Examination.

Admitted are: philologietu. Jurists, mathematicians and natural scientists

with full mastery of one foreign language and a good knowledge of a second

foreign language. Mathematicians need show a knowledge of only one foreign

language. As a normal requirement a clean record was demanded, and in the

case of applicants who wished to enter the tfehrmacht physical fitness and, if

possible, evidence that they had completed their period of service in the Army.

Before being accepted the applicant had to submit to en examinatinn in which he

was to prove his linguistic knowledge or his mathematical knowledge. If the

results of the examination were favorable, he was given a provisional appointment

as regular or supernumerary Reglerungsassessor (according to whether a position

was vacant or not) . (The type of examination corresponded to the one I have

described above)

.

3. Training . Assigmaent of tasks was as in the case of any beginner

but with the difference that the section head, to whom an "Assessor" was

assigned for training, was to present every three months a report on the

'- 4 *ies with remarks as to his suitability. The applicant him-

self was to keep a record of hie activities and present it monthly. The

applicant must have attended the course in lower cryptology with demonstrable

success (two years). After the expiration of three years (total time) at the

earliest, the applicant might apply for admission to the second major state

examination with the purpose of being accepted as lifelong official of the

TOP-SECRET
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Superior Foreign Language Service of the Armed Forces (- cryptanalyot)

.

Admission to the examination was only granted as a matter of principle If the

appropriate section head and the director of the cryptanalytic unit were of the

opinion that the examinee had mastered the material and vas sufficiently mature.

(To the regular training of the applicant belonged also lectures on the Civil

Service Lav, Organization of the Vfohrmacht , Patent Lew and Disciplinary Law)

.

h. Examination . First day: Translation into German of some 20 lines

of a foreign article on cryptography or cryptology (written). Examination of

a simple cryptographic system, e. g., of a linear elide or disc system or some

similar gadget. Solution of a basic system by analysis with a criticism.

(Instead of this assignment mathematicians were given a problem from crypto-

iogic mathematics) . Time: 6 hours.

Second day: Approximately 20 minutes devoted to a test

on law, then about 50 minutes on cryptography and cryptology. Not more than

three examinees at the same time.

5. Examining Commission . The Chief of the Cryptologle Bureau, the

Director of the cryptanalytic unit and one of the teachers who had participated

in the training, and a representative of the Administrative Office of the

Wehraacht .

6. Results of the examinations . The Commission rated the performances

according to nine grades from "Deficient", to "Laudable". Since none of the

candidates desired to become administrative officials with legal duties, in

the rating one point was added to the rating In lav before the average was

taken. If two candidates had equally good ratings the preference was given

to the one whose bearing during the examination was better and who was ccn-

+he higher character.

7. If a candidate d id not pass the examination , he was given the option

of repeating the examination in a year. A third examination vas forbidden.

8. Applicants who passed the examination were appointed Government

Councillor (Regierungsrat ) and received corresponding salaries and secured the

right to the old age pension and provision for widows established by law. The

officials were permitted as officials of the Wehrmacht to wear the uniform of
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the branch of the service selected and took the prescribed oath of office.

A further provision, took account of the circumstance that there was as

yet no experience to shov whether the requirements covered in the examination

could be met In the prescribed time. Therefore amendments were to be possible

and were to be worked out in agreement with the examining commission and the

agencies Involved, e. g., elimination of certain Juristic questions, extension

of the time for solving the cryptologlc problem. The Intention was -co avoid

a rigid scheme which would not correspond to the actual demands of the pro-

fession. There was further provision that only those officials should be

allowed to wear a uniform who had fulfilled their obligation to serve In the

yehrmacht In order to avoid having an official who was regarded by the people

as an officer - only an expert could distinguish an officer's uniform from an

official's uniform - giving occasion for adverse criticism.

In ay opinion the career regulations had a beneficial effect. Order was

secured and there was a clear understanding as to who had a legal claim to-

become an official and who did not. Wild claims could no longer be mode which

were based on the more or less subjective Impression of a man who was trying

to represent the unfairness of his superiors as the sole cause of his personal

failure. And those officials who were appointed or promoted after having

passed an examination had the moral satisfaction of not having become officials

due to some dubious favor but after honest proof of their ability by satisfy-

ing recognized requirements.

The examination was by no means "pro forma" but demanded proof of actual

knowledge of the subject and a knowledge which could be turned to account at

any time. Both parties, the examiner and the examinee, were expected to show
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- The preparation of the various examinations

took weeks of effort since, despite the difference In their appearance and

content, they all had to be approximately equal in difficulty. The conscien-

tious observance of all regulations and prescribed authority called for an

exact acquaintance with the subject and the actual responsibility lay neverthe-

less on the shoulders of the head of the cryptanalytic section, which, however,

vas a matter of course in view of the importance of the examination.


